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This thesis examines the ministerial call in three

novels by William Golding, specifically The Spire, Darkness

Visible, and Rites of Passage. The central character of

each novel, a Christian minister, has a vision, or series of

visions, which dominates his life.

The call and vision(s) of Golding's ministers are

examined in light of Jacques Ellul's The Humiliation of the

Word, a work examining the differences between the word and

the image. The ministerial call, in this thesis, is linked

to Ellul's ideas about the word; the vision, in this

thesis, is linked to Ellul's ideas of the image.

As a result of following their vision(s) rather than

their call, the ministers fail, and their lives end in

despair and ruin.
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INTRODUCTION

"According to the Bible, God's revelation is conveyed

by the human word--by the word and nothing else" (Ellul

107).

Religion has played a predominant role both in the

works of William Golding and in the criticism of those

works. Virginia Tiger wrote in 1982, "Although Golding's

novels elude easy categorization, after nearly three decades

of literary discussion it has become a critical commonplace

to describe him as a religious writer" ('Wooden World,'

216)-.

Golding's novels have been interpreted from a variety

of theological viewpoints, depending sometimes more on the

theological convictions of the critic than on what is in the

novels themselves. For example, David Anderson argues that

Golding's works are best understood from a "Christian frame

[which] is more inclusive than its rival [interpretations]"

(Anderson 19). Paul Elmen laments that while Golding

presents a strong Christian view of man's fallen nature in

his novels, he is weak in providing the answer to man's

dilemma that he sets up in his novels. That answer is to be

found in the person of Christ (Elmen 44). And while much of
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the Golding criticism has centered on a discussion of

theology, few critics have focused on the role of the

minister of religion in Golding's work.

The word "minister" literally means servant. The

minister of religion is one who can be seen as a servant of

a religion. In the case of this thesis, the minister is

Christian, that is, in the Christian Church. Therefore,

"minister" in this thesis is defined in the following way:

one who is a servant in the Christian Church and who

performs spiritual services in the Church. The two primary

services of the minister are to proclaim the message of the

gospel and rightly to administer the sacraments. These are

usually done within the confines of the body of the Church

(the group of believers) and according to the rites defined

by various confessions and creeds of the Church.

A broad definition of minister from common parlance is

that a minister is a "man of God." The minister is seen as

a person who has dedicated his life to working in the

service of his Church, much like a political minister is

seen as one who has dedicated his life to the service of his

country. Another broad definition of minister is that a

minister is a "preacher," that is, one who publicly

proclaims a message of religion.

This thesis will concentrate on two important ideas

relating to the minister and his role as found in three of

Golding's novels--The Spire (1964), Darkness Visible (1979),
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and Rites of Passage (1980). In each novel, a minister is

the central character. Jocelin is the dean of the Cathedral

of the Blessed Virgin in The Spire; Matty is a self-ordained

preacher in Darkness Visible; and Parson Colley is the

Anglican priest aboard a ship bound for Australia in Rites

of Passage. Ministers appear in other Golding novels (for

example, Father Watts-Watt in Free Fall); however, they are

peripheral characters; only in The Spire, Darkness Visible,

and Rites of Passage is the focus on the minister. Though

Jocelin is a Roman Catholic dean, Matty a self-ordained

preacher, and Colley an Anglican priest, the word "minister"

is a broad enough term to apply to each of these men's

occupations. Minister is the genus; dean, preacher, and

priest, the species.

The Years 1964-1980 in Golding's Career

A word must be said about the years 1964 through 1980

in William Golding's career. The Spire brought to a close a

decade of active publication by Golding, beginning with Lord

of the Flies in 1954. The Spire appeared in 1964, long-

awaited by public and critics alike. The reception by both

parties was mixed. Golding had reached the pinnacle of a

struggle begun with Lord of the Flies and made most apparent

in Free Fall to attain the perfect balance between form and

content (Kinkead-Weekes and Gregor 240-41). Some expressed
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satisfaction with Golding's latest work; others expressed

disappointment. Hodson wrote that Golding's style "makes

for some difficulty and also unfortunately for some

unnecessary obscurity" (89). Conversely, D.W. Crompton in

Critical Quarterly called The Spire, "O[]ne of the most

ambitious and fascinating novels of the century" (64).

After The Spire, Golding, for the most part, fell

silent. A book of essays, The Hot Gates and Other

Occasional Pieces, appeared in 1965. Two minor works of

fiction appeared in the years between The Spire and Darkness

Visible. These works can be seen as interesting side roads

away from the main avenue of Golding's ideas. The Pyramid

(1967) is a brief social comedy about life in the village of

Stillbourne. The Scorpion God: Three Short Novels (1971) is

a collection of three previously published stories and the

work seems to have appeared merely to keep Golding's name

before the public.

About this time, critics began to write of the "Golding

canon." Kinkead-Weekes and Gregor wrote, "[It would seem

that The Spire marks the end of a phase in his work" (257).

Virginia Tiger echoed this sentiment: "The Spire represents,

it seems to me, the completion of one phase in Golding's

development as a fabulist" (Dark Fields, 168). As the years

passed, Golding had apparently fallen silent.
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In 1979, however, Golding broke this silence with the

publication of Darkness Visible. With this work, Golding

showed that he possessed the power of his earlier works, and

with the appearance of Rites of Passage the following year

(for which he was awarded the Booker-McConnell Prize in

1980) Golding's return was certain.

The Importance of the Minister in Golding's Work

With The Spire, Darkness Visible, and Rites of Passage,

Golding builds a bridge from his early career to his later

career, and the novels represent a continuum in his work.

At the center of each novel is the minister; The Spire

begins what is finished in Rites of Passage. That is,

through the minister, Golding explores religious man in his

fullest expression. Golding has stated, "I think of myself

as a religious man" (Hynes 673),, and all of his works have

thoroughly explored man's religious inclinations.

In the minister, Golding creates a full-bodied

character through which he deeply explores and presents his

views of man's evil, fallen nature. Golding wrote in London

Magazine in 1957, "1 believe that man suffers from an

appalling ignorance of his own nature" (46). Golding has

emphasized this idea in all of his novels. His characters,

especially his ministers, suffer from this appalling

ignorance, and, therefore, it is ironic that through the
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"man of God" Golding can best present his themes of man's

penchant for evil.

Jocelin, Matty, and Colley are stamped from the same

mold as other characters in Golding's novels. One way of

looking at the lives of the main characters in Golding's

other novels is that, in one way or another, they all fail.

Golding's characters fail to make sense of life, to create

order and meaning in their existence. Ralph, Jack, Piggy,

and Simon fail in their attempt to make a paradise on their

island in Lord of the FliesL. "It's no go" (LOF 133). The

Neanderthals fail to survive and understand the new breed of

man in The Inheritors, and the Homo sapiens fail to co-exist

with the Neanderthals. Pincher Martin fails to create, much

less survive, in a world of his own making. And Sammy

Mountjoy, in Free Fall, fails to discover the moment when he

crossed the line between freedom and fallenness. The

ministers as well, in the three novels, fail in their

attempts to create order and meaning in their lives. This

thesis will examine the reasons for their failure.

The two major ideas of this thesis relating to the

minister are as follows: First, the ministerial call of the

three protagonists will be examined and discussed. Second,

the vision(s) that each minister has will be examined and

discussed. "Call" and "vision" are defined in this

introductory chapter, establishing the interpretive
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groundwork for examining these ideas as they relate to

Jocelin, Matty, and Colley.

The "Call" to the Ministry

The "call" to the ministry in its Judeo-Christian

context is a theme closely woven into the Old Testament

history of Israel. The prophets of the Old Testament

experienced a call from God, and this call was the beginning

of their prophetic ministry. The word "call" expresses that

the prophet hears God speak to him. This call is very

specific and always includes an injunction to proclaim, or

speak, the "word of the Lord." (In this sense, the prophet

becomes a preacher.) The verbal communication in the

prophetic call is two-fold: God speaks; then the prophet

speaks. A brief survey of some of the prophets supports

this definition.

The story of Samuel in the Old Testament clearly

presents the elements of the prophetic call. "And the child

Samuel ministered unto the LORD before Eli. And the word of

the LORD was precious in those days; there was no open

vision" (1 Sam. 3. 1). One night Samuel heard a voice call

his name. Assuming it was Eli who had called him, Samuel

woke him and asked, "Did you call me?" Eli said, "No, it

wasn't I. Go back to sleep." This happened three times.

Eli then told Samuel that if he heard the voice again, to
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say, "Speak, LORD, for thy servant heareth" (3. 9). Samuel

heard the voice again, responded as he was told to, and the

Lord spoke to Samuel concerning the judgment of Eli and his

family. The next morning Eli asked Samuel to tell him what

the Lord had said to him. However, "Samuel feared to shew

Eli the vision" (3. 15). Eli insisted; so Samuel told him

what the Lord had said. Eli's response to this message of

judgment seems peculiarly resigned. "It is the LORD: let

him do what seemeth good" (3. 18).

Soon after, Eli and his family met their judgment, and

Samuel grew up to become the prophet of Israel. It is

important to note that with the call of Samuel, the "word"

and the "vision" are identical and are interchangeable (cf.

3. 1 and 3. 15-18).

This is the pattern for the prophetic call in the Old

Testament. The prophet receives a vision and hears the word

of the Lord. The visions of the prophets are always defined

by the word and never stand alone. Sometimes, depending

upon the word choice of the writer, the "vision" (so-called)

is a word. Other times, the vision and the word are

separate. But a true prophet of God does not receive a

vision without also hearing the word of the Lord. In fact,

this is often the test of a true prophet--has he had a

vision only, or has he actually heard the word of the Lord?

Visions are always judged by the spoken revelation of God,

i.e., the word of the Lord. The word is inevitably more
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important than a vision. Indeed, the word of the Lord

provides meaning and veracity for any vision.

And the response of the prophet to receiving the word

of the Lord is always the same; he openly proclaims God's

message that he has received. (The story of Jonah describes

one prophet's attempt to evade this responsibility).

The call of Isaiah is another example of the word and

the vision being received together. Isaiah has a vision of

the Lord in the Temple (cf. Is. 6). His response is

interesting to note: "Then said I, Woe is me! for I am

undone; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in

the midst of a people of unclean lips: for mine eyes have

seen the King, the LORD of hosts" (Is. 6. 5). Isaiah is

immediately aware of his inability to proclaim the message

of the Lord for he is a man of unclean lips; that is, the

words that proceed from his mouth are evil, unfit for

proclaiming a message of God's holiness. God then purifies

Isaiah's lips, removing the evil from his words and purging

his sin (6. 7). Following this, Isaiah hears the voice of

the Lord, saying, "Whom shall I send, and who will go for

us?" Isaiah's response: "Here am I; send me" (6. 8).

Again, the vision is accompanied by the word of the

Lord, resulting in the prophet going out to proclaim the

message that God has given him. The prophet is the

spokesman for God. He declares the word of the Lord, and it

is the word of the Lord that defines his role as a prophet.
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While the prophet may experience a vision, this vision is

not taken as definitive in itself. The word of the Lord

follows the vision, commanding the prophet to go and speak

to the people.

In the New Testament era, the same holds true for the

prophetic call. John the Baptist is the last of the great

prophets of Israel and proclaims the arrival of Messiah to

the Jewish people. Christ's ministry centered on the spoken

word; and as the prologue to the Gospel of John proclaims,

Christ Himself is the Word made flesh (Jn. 1. 14). With the

Incarnation of Christ, God, rather than sending a prophet to

proclaim his message, comes into the world Himself to

proclaim that message.

After the Ascension of Christ, the early Church

continued the proclamation of the message of Christ.

Carrying this idea beyond the pages of the New Testament,

the message of the Church has always been centered on the

spoken word, the proclamation of the gospel, in obedience to

the command of Christ to, "Go into all the world and preach

the gospel" (Matt. 28. 10).

Since the advent of the Church, however, there has been

a significant shift in the idea of the call, and failure to

include this in one's definition of the call is to

misunderstand the role of the minister and his call. This

change concerns the office of minister. One cannot

biblically equate the minister in the Church with the
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prophet in the Old Testament. There has been the tendency

in the Church to do this very thing, and a non-biblical

distinction between clergy and laity has occurred as a

result (among other erroneous notions). This has been

especially true in the Roman Catholic and Anglican streams

of the Church, although at times the various Protestant

denominations are just as guilty of perpetrating this

non-biblical division.

There are no more prophets in the Old Testament sense.

Part of the prophetic office in the Old Testament was to

prophesy to the nations the direct, unmediated word of the

Lord. The Christian minister takes his message from the

closed revelation found in the canon of Scripture. He has

no direct, spoken word from the Lord; his word is written.

Nonetheless, the message of the prophet and the

minister is similar in content--proclaiming God's judgment

on sin and His offer of salvation. The Old Testament

prophet spoke of redemption through Messiah, and the

minister speaks of Christ's sacrifice which provides

salvation from God's judgment. Or, as Ellul writes:

The word spoken in ancient times by the prophets

becomes fully the Word of God because it refers to

the incarnate Word. And the word newly spoken by

witnesses becomes in turn this Word when and

because it refers to Jesus Christ. (51)
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The minister, then, is one who proclaims the message of

God's salvation through Christ's sacrifice. The Church

employs ministers to continue the task of presenting the

apostolic message concerning Christ and by employing them

allows the ministers to be devoted solely to this task

without the added struggle of finding other work to provide

bread for their tables. In this sense, the ministerial call

has come to be seen as a vocational calling. But when one

who is employed by the Church no longer proclaims the

Church's message, he can no longer be defined as a minister.

If he strays from presenting this message, he ceases to be a

minister and has failed in his vocation.

One other important idea of the role of the minister in

this thesis concerns the minister as a servant. The

minister serves the Church primarily as a proclaimer of the

message of God's grace manifested in the person and work of

Christ. The biblical norm for a minister finds its highest

example in the person of Christ, who said, "But he that is

greatest among you shall be your servant" (Matt. 23. 11).

Christ's example was leadership through humility and

service. The minister is to emulate Christ, particularly in

the area of humility (cf. Phil. 2. 5-11). A proud minister

is a dangerous thing.

Therefore, the call to the ministry is first and

foremost a call to proclaim the word of God. For one to be

a minister, he must be a proclaimer of the gospel, a
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spokesman for God, a conveyor of God's message to people.

This must be done in public and it must be through the

spoken word and confined to the message contained in the

closed canon of Scripture. Secondly, the minister is to be

a humble servant of those whom he is to lead. The

importance of the call, and how it is defined in this

thesis, centers on the spoken word and the public

proclamation of the gospel.

The "Call" and Golding's Ministers

Following the stipulations of this definition, then,

Golding's three ministers fail at their call. While they

may bear the name "minister," they are nonetheless failures

at proclaiming the gospel. Dean Jocelin, throughout the

course of The Spire, never proclaims the gospel; indeed

through his actions, the gospel is effectively stifled in

his church. Matty in Darkness Visible becomes the

antithesis of the true minister by seeking to deliberately

say nothing. He believes he is proclaiming a special "word"

of the Lord through his silence. Parson Colley in Rites of

Passage does present a sermon, yet it is a travesty of a

true proclamation of the gospel.
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The "Vision"

A "vision" is defined in this thesis as "a mental image

produced by the imagination" ("vision" 1432). All three

ministers" visions may be classified in this way. A second

definition of "vision" also applies particularly in the

cases of Jocelin and Matty: "The mystical experience of

seeing as if with the eyes the supernatural or a

supernatural being" ("vision" 1432).

Jocelin and Matty have what they believe to be mystical

visions. But their mystical visions come as a result of

their inner desires. This confusion on their part leads to

their "mental images produced by the imagination" to be

mistaken for "mystical experiences of seeing as with the

eyes the supernatural or a supernatural being."

In Jocelin's case, his imagination, stirred up by his

pride and repressed sexual energy, produces his vision of

the spire. In Matty's case, his imagination leaves him open

to actual visitations by supernatural beings, that is,

demons. These visitations are begun by Matty's imagination,

and the spiritual beings use his active imagination to

manipulate him for their own purposes.

Colley's vision also consists of mental images produced

by the imagination, an imagination fueled by paranoia and

homosexual lust.
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The "Vision" and Golding's Ministers

The primary reason for the failure of these ministers

to fulfill their call is their visions. Each has a

personal, imagination-produced vision which supercedes his

call. Jocelin, in The Spire, has a vision in which he sees

in his mind's eye a series of lines traveling upward to

intersect 400 feet above the nave of the church. He

believes this is a vision from God and that he is to build

a spire for his cathedral. This spire is to become an image

of "the ultimate prayer" (Spire 186).

Matty's vision in Darkness Visible is not a one-time

occurrence as Jocelin's vision is; rather, his vision is

recurring and centers on visitations from "spirits." The

spirits gradually reveal to Matty that he is to become the

protector of a child. These visitations from the spirits

supercede his self-ordained call to the ministry.

Parson Colley's vision is two-fold. First, he believes

he is being unjustly persecuted by the commander of the

ship, Captain Anderson. Second, he sees one of the sailors

of the ship, Billy Rogers, as a Romantic ideal of natural

Beauty. This two-fold vision leads to Colley's humiliation,

and he dies, literally, of shame.
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The "Call" vs. the "Vision"

Jacques Ellul, in The Humiliation of the Word,

establishes several themes in a general way relating to the

spoken word and to visions. The Humiliation of the Word is

a sociological and theological work, and the general

principles Ellul presents will be specifically applied to

the three novels of Golding that are the focus of this

thesis.

Ellul argues for the importance of the spoken word as a

vehicle for presenting truth. Joyce Main Hanks writes in

the preface to Ellul's work, "Ellul returns repeatedly to

the theme of language as our human distinctive" (Ellul xii).

In fact, Ellul proposes that only through the spoken word

can one begin to know truth: "The word is the creator,

founder, and producer of truth" (23). Specifically, that

truth is found in the presentation of the gospel.

Ellul contrasts the spoken word with the visual image,

using the "distinction between seeing and hearing, between

showing and speaking" (Ellul 1). He contends that there is

a fundamental difference between the image and the word (2)

and that the visual realm--images, icons, and visions--in

itself has no meaning relating to truth and must be

interpreted through the spoken word.

There is also a fundamental difference, according to

Ellul, between reality and truth: "The Word is related only
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to Truth. The image is related only to reality" (27).

Images, he writes, are neutral, even void of meaning. Only

as the image is interpreted by and through the spoken word

does it attain meaning (8). An image does not authenticate

or interpret itself, and until it is interpreted through the

word, an image remains a cipher.

What Ellul defines as the "word" corresponds with the

definition of "call" in this thesis. What he defines as the

"image" corresponds with the definition of "vision" in this

thesis.

Ellul writes in detail about visions, arguing that they

are "visual images (which) owe nothing to sight. Instead,

they are the product of nerves excited in a different

manner. I call them 'vision, ' but only by extension" (8).

His ideas about visions will be applied to the ministers in

Golding's three novels. And what he writes about the visual

realm in a general way will be applied specifically to

Golding's ministers and their visions.

It is precisely at this point that the ministers of

Golding fail in their vocation. Each has'a vision, and each

allows the vision to create its own meaning, to interpret

itself, to become, in fact, truth. Everything else for the

minister, particularly the call, becomes subordinate to that

vision. The word, and especially, in the case of these

ministers, the word of God, which could have interpreted the

visions for them, is forgotten, neglected, or misunderstood.
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The ministers fail to present God's revelation which, as

tilul writes, "is conveyed through the human word. . .9.

Only the word can convey the Word of God, the sole means God

used to reveal himself to us" (Ellul 107). Forsaking their

call to proclaim God's word, Golding's ministers, who should

lead their people into truth, are blinded, ironically,

through their visions, and fall into gross error and

untruth.

These ministers fail at an even deeper, more serious

level. Hanks writes, "We become less human when we opt for

images rather than the word" (Ellul xii). One of the surest

evidences that man is created in the image of God is his

ability to communicate through the spoken word. Julian Beck

explains:

Language is the key. It opens the doors that keep

us locked in confining chambers, the Holy of

Holies, the instrument of unification,

communication, and from communication let us

derive the word community. (Brig 3)

The minister, above all others in human society, should

most carefully protect and proclaim man's uniqueness above

the animals. Yet Golding's ministers shirk this vital

responsibility to proclaim the spoken word and, by so

failing, allow men to become beasts. They fulfill Virginia

Stem Owens's statement: "We are frightened, incompetent

stewards who are starving the people" (11). Golding's
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ministers fail in their task to feed their people the "bread

of life" (John 6. 33).

This thesis will present a detailed analysis of the

three ministers in The Spire, Darkness Visible, and Rites of

Passage, of their calls and of their visions. The

introduction has been an explanation of the terms to be used

in this thesis. Chapter I will examine the call and vision

of Dean Jocelin in The Spire. Chapter II will examine the

call and vision of Matty in Darkness Visible. Chapter III

will examine the call and vision of Parson Colley in Rites

of Passage. The conclusion, presenting a few general

remarks about these "fools for Christ" (1 Cor. 4. 10), will

end this study of Golding's three ministers.
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CHAPTER I

THE SPIRE

"An image becomes falsehood and illusion as soon as a

person tries to see truth in it" (Ellul 31).

It is appropriate that The Spire is set in the

fourteenth century. Ellul writes, "The explosion [of

images] takes place in the fourteenth century, just at the

time of the worst spiritual, moral, and human disintegration

of the Church" (186). Don Crompton, in A View from the

Spire, notes the importance of the novel's fourteenth-

century setting, stating that this century, "as everyone who

has read Chaucer or Langland knows, was the great century of

church corruption" (37). A brief survey of any standard

church history text, such as Kenneth Scott Latourette's A

History of Christianity, verifies the accuracy of these

statements. Latourette writes:

With the exception of small minorities, the

peoples of western Europe either had been won or

were being won to an avowed acceptance of the

Christian faith. Yet the majority had only a

vague conception of the nature of the religion

22
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whose name they had taken. The habit of war was

strong. Injustice and immorality were rife. At

the outset of the period (the years 950-1350J all

too frequently even the monasteries, supposed

conservers and exemplars of Christian living, had

departed from their professed standards, and the

clergy, by profession the guardians and shepherds

of the masses, were notoriously corrupt. (I: 490)

And Barbara Tuchman's account of the fourteenth century, A

Distant Mirror, offers great insight into "a time, many

thought, of Satan triumphant" (xiii).

A Metaphor of Corruption

Satan certainly is triumphant in The Spire. He is

triumphant in the all-pervasive corruption of the medieval

Church which Golding so aptly depicts. This stench of

corruption permeates the novel and becomes the underlying,

foundational metaphor in the novel. In the midst of this

corruption stands the minister, his call,-and his vision.

But the minister does not stand against Satan; rather, he is

defeated by him. And, ironically, the minister becomes the

agent, not for God's triumph, but Satan's. One must see the

link between the corruption of the age and the corruption of

the minister to truly understand the depth of the minister's

failure in The Spire.
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Jocelin, the dean of the Cathedral Church of Our Lady,

has a life-altering vision of a spire resting atop the

cathedral.

'I saw there was something missing. The

church was there; but the ultimate prayer, spiring

upward from the centre--physically speaking, did

not exist at all. And from that moment I knew why

God had brought me here, his unworthy servant--"'

(Spire 186).

Jocelin--blindly, pridefully, foolishly--dedicates his life

to the erection and completion of the spire.

Early in the novel, the cathedral is compared to a

man's body:

The model [of the cathedral] was like a man

lying on his back. The nave was his legs placed

together, the transepts on either side were his

arms outspread. The choir was his body; and the

Lady Chapel, where now the services would be held,

was his head. And now also, springing,

projecting, bursting, erupting from the heart of

the building, there was its crown and majesty, the

new spire. (4)

The obvious phallic symbolism of the spire will be

discussed later in the chapter. The point to be made here

is that the cathedral is compared to a man's body, and then

that comparison is made more specifically to Jocelin's body.
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Bufkin writes, "In several instances Golding identifies

Jocelin with the cathedral: it is not only Jocelin's house,

it is Jocelin" (140). This comparison grows throughout the

novel, beginning with Jocelin thinking to himself, "All

these years I have gone on, put the place on me like a coat"

(Spire 4). Comparison is made at several points to the

body. The stone of the walls is compared to skin, the

pillars to bones. Not only can the spire be likened to the

male organ, it is compared to the human spine. Jocelin, in

the climactic scene of chapter four, wills the weight of the

entire building to rest upon his back. Later, he states, "I

have given it my back" (182), a back afflicted by a

degenerative disease of the spine. Jocelin also learns that

the pillars, erected by those "giants who had been on the

earth in those days" (181)., that is, the builders of the

original cathedral, had filled the seemingly solid pillars

with rubble. The building's bones, like Jocelin's, are

diseased to the very marrow.

The comparison of the cathedral to Jocelin's body is

made quite explicit. And just as the building, the

cathedral, is compared to Jocelin's body, so are the

foundations compared to Jocelin's mind or psyche. Equally

explicit is the fact that the cathedral rests on corrupt

foundations. This corruption is discovered when a pit is

dug to determine the depth and nature of the foundations.

Not only do the builders discover that the cathedral rests
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on shallow foundations, but that it has been built over a

graveyard.

[Jocelin] opened his eyes again, and the

reflected sunlight in the pit was easy to them.

It was peaceful, secluded. He could see the

different kinds of soil all the way down. . . .

Then as Jocelin looked, he saw a pebble drop

with two clods of earth; and immediately a patch

perhaps a yard square fell out of the side below

him and struck the bottom with a soft thud. The

pebbles that fell with it lay shining dully in the

reflected light, and settled themselves in their

new bed. But as he watched them and waited for

them to settle, the hair rose on the nape of his

neck; for they never settled completely. He saw

one stir, as with a sudden restlessness; and then

he saw that they were all moving more or less,

with a slow stirring, like the stirring of grubs.

The earth was moving under the grubs, urging them

this way and that, like porridge coming to a boil

in a pot; and the grubs were made to crawl by

it, as dust will crawl on the head of a tapped

drum. . .

"What is it, Roger? What is it?"
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Some form of life; that which ought not to be

seen or touched, the darkness under the earth,

turning, seething, coming to the boil. . * .

Doomsday coming up; or the roof of hell down

there. Perhaps the damned stirring, or the

noseless men turning over and thrusting up; or the

living, pagan earth, unbound at last and waking,

Dia Mater. Jocelin found one hand coming up to

his mouth; and all at once he was racked with

spasms, and making the same sign over and over

again. (74-75)

Just as the pit that is dug in the crossways reveals

corruption, so it reveals the corruption and impurity of

Jocelin's motives for building the spire. Foreshadowing

this digging into the pit is an episode in chapter three, in

which Jocelin sees Goody Pangall talking with Roger Mason

and begins to realize that his "daughter in God" is trapped

in an "invisible tent" in a relationship with the master

builder.

Then an anger rose out of some pit inside

Jocelin. . . . He lifted his chin, and the word

burst out over it from an obscure place of

indignation and hurt.

"No! 1" (53)

What appears to be righteous indignation in Jocelin the

minister over the apparent sin of marital infidelity on the
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part of one of his parishioners, later declares itself more

clearly as what it is--lust and repressed sexual desire

toward Goody Pangall; and the invisible tent is of Jocelin's

own making.

The comparison between pit and psyche are completed

late in the novel when Jocelin confesses to Roger, "I'm a

building with a vast cellarage where the rats live" (202).

Golding is explicit in his use of the metaphor of the

cathedral as Jocelin. And underlying the cathedral,

Jocelin, and the entire setting of the novel is the foul

odor of corruption.

Two other important metaphors relating to corruption

run throughout the novel, both relating to Jocelin. The

first presents Jocelin as an eagle, the second as a

gargoyle. In fact, the first time these two images are

presented, they are presented together. Gilbert, the mute

stonecutter, uses Jocelin as a model for four gargoyles to

be built into the tower of the spire:

"Show me, my son."

The young man shifted a hand under the stone

and held it in profile by his chest. Jocelin

lifted his head and laughed down at it.

"Oh no, no nol I'm not as beaky as that!

Not half as beaky!"

Then the profile caught his attention again

and he fell silent. Nose, like an eagle's beak.
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Mouth open wide, lined cheeks, hollow deep under

the cheekbone, eyes deep in their hollows . . .

"And no, my son. I haven't as much hair as

that either! 1"

The young man shot out his free arm sideways,

brought it in again, and made the palm sweep

through the air in a swallow flight.

"A bird? What bird? An eagle, perhaps? You

are thinking of the Holy Spirit?" (19-20)

Throughout the novel Jocelin is compared to and thinks

of himself as an eagle. "He is represented . . . as

resembling an eagle, the bird of pride and because of its

great powers of vision, the emblem of Saint John the Divine"

(Bufkin 138). "Proud as an eagle" is an apt simile for this

proud dean. Bufkin's contention is correct that Jocelin is

a visionary and pridefully compares himself to Saint John

the Divine. But the comparison of Jocelin with the eagle

has deeper meaning, and this relates Jocelin even more

closely to the corruption that runs throughout the novel.

An eagle is a bird of prey, that is, a "preyer."

Jocelin (and Golding is clever enough to make use of this

pun) is also a "preyer." He had his vision of the spire

while at prayer (Spire 183-84); and he certainly "preys"

upon the people in the cathedral to do his will. And the

spire itself, according to Jocelin, is to be a model of

"prayer."
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This comparison to Jocelin as a bird of prey is

strengthened by the use of the word "eagle" by Christ, who

states, "For wheresoever the carcase is, there will the

eagles be gathered" (Matt. 24. 28). "Eagle" here is used in

the same sense as "vulture." And from the context of this

passage in Matthew, the carcass can be interpreted as the

corrupt world of the apocalypse. Jocelin has compared the

cathedral to the Bible in stone and the spire as its

completion, its apocalypse (103). And that body is nothing

more than a corrupt carcass facing its apocalypse, which

comes when the storm lashes against the cathedral and the

spire. Jocelin is the vulture who has hovered over the

cathedral, sustaining his life as a scavenger eating the

flesh of a corrupt, dead carcass. The connection between

this apocalyptic image and the comparison of the cathedral

to the body of a man shows how complete the corruption is in

the cathedral, the spire, and its visionary builder.

One can extend this image to the entire Roman Catholic

belief in transubstantiation, where the one who partakes of

the Mass eats the flesh of the dead body of Christ. Golding

makes much of this image of Jocelin as an eagle, as a bird

of prey, to make a strong point about the corruption of an

entire system of belief and worship that is encapsulated in

the cathedral and the man, Jocelin.

An even stronger indication of the corruption and

source of that corruption is the comparison of Jocelin to
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the gargoyles, and by extension, demons and Satan. Four

stone heads of gargoyles, fashioned by Gilbert, are to be

mounted on each corner of the spire's tower; Jocelin is the

model for these gargoyles. Gargoyles, representative of

demons (62), foreshadow Jocelin's ultimate doom. "[T]he

gargoyles, taking part in some infinite complexity of

punishment, gaped as though they sought water in the dry

air. There was no point of rest for them. They were in

hell, could expect no less, that was all there was to it"

(92). And Roger Mason says to Jocelin, "I believe you're

the devil. The devil himself" (118).

And yet, ironically, the gargoyles may be the only

truly Christian work in the building of the spire. Ellul

explains, "Sculpture is Christian when it limits itself to

what can be shown: devils and demons. . . . All else is an

error" (183). The spire, following Ellul's argument, is by

its very nature anti-Christian in this sense: it attempts to

reduce a spiritual truth (prayer) to a visible, tangible

thing or image (the spire as model of prayer). In so doing,

the spiritual truth is vitiated and relegated to the level

of reality. "Thus what is invisible is transferred to the

domain of visible things" (92). On this level there can be

found no truth; that is, no spiritual truth resides in an

image--it is simply there and must rely on the word to

provide that spiritual meaning. Indeed, as Hanks writes in

the preface to The Humiliation of the Word, "[I]mages tend
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to neutralize the effects of the word, which becomes a sort

of optional 'footnote' to the dominant images. In this

sense the word is continually humiliated. . ." (Ellul xi).

And it is clear from the novel that Jocelin the minister

does not provide that word needed to interpret the image;

rather, he allows and encourages the humiliation of the word

(and particularly the word of God) by his silence and his

actions. "When people look at the spire, they will not see

divine order, as is proper, but Jocelin's vision" (Bufkin

140). The people know only that the spire is simply a

spire--a spire that has cost them their time, their money,

their skills, and their lives. They have been used by

Jocelin to accomplish his vision, which none of them shares.

And in the final analysis, Jocelin and, especially,

Golding remain silent on what the spire ultimately means.

The spire remains a spire. It can be seen as a stone

hammer, a ship's mast, a dunce's cap, a man's spine, a

phallus. The spire can mean any one or all of these images

and more. Ellul writes, "The image does not provide me with,

any meaning for this reality which it . . . conveys to me.

It must therefore be interpreted" (8). These images provide

no interpretation for themselves; they are as mute as

Gilbert the stonecutter. The spire remains earthbound,

reality-bound, having no link to a higher realm of spiritual

truth. As Sammy Mountjoy concludes in Free Fall, "There is

no bridge" (253).
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Jocelin's Call

Corruption is the underlying metaphor in The Spire;

this corruption seeps into every facet of Jocelin's life,

particularly his call and his vision. Jocelin's vision is

the focus of the novel; nonetheless, Golding does mention

evidence of Jocelin's call to the ministry (particularly in

Jocelin's case, the priesthood). Early in the novel, as

Jocelin thinks of the spire, the contrast between the call

and the vision is made clear. "And I must remember that the

spire isn't everything! I must do, as far as possible,

exactly what I have always done" (Spire 5). "Exactly what I

have always done" relates primarily to Jocelin's call to the

ministry and to those duties he is to complete as dean of

the cathedral (although there is much more ironic depth to

this statement).

There is a tendency for Jocelin to fuse the call with

the vision; the two become interchangeable at times.

Nevertheless, he is able to distinguish between the two.

Late in the novel, Jocelin speaks about his call with his

one time friend and mentor, Father Anselm:

He shut his eyes and thought about it.

"I know of course. My life has been nothing

like I thought. But I did walk on the headland
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once; and I came to you, master of the novices,

because I thought the Holy Spirit had chosen us."

He looked up at the vaulting again. There

were stretches of sand and a blinding sea beyond

it.

"I ran to you." (192)

This is a tentative call at best. While Jocelin may

have followed Anselm, it is left to speculation as to

whether he truly followed the calling of the Holy Spirit.

He can only recall those days of his tutelage under Anselm

and think that the Holy Spirit had chosen him. Another

weakness in the call of Jocelin is that it is linked to

Anselm. Jocelin says, "I thought the Holy Spirit had chosen

us," and "I ran to you." Jocelin follows Anselm, swayed by

his influence; and those years in the monastery Jocelin

looks upon as the "old times that had been happy; times with

Father Anselm, master of the novices, or novice, rather, in

the sunlit place by the sea" (166). But separated from

Anselm, there is little evidence of a call of Jocelin to the

ministry.

Indeed, the link between the two men has become

something of a heavy yoke over the years. Anselm reveals

his bitterness towards Jocelin for the latter's rapid rise

to the position of dean of the cathedral.

"[T~o see you skipping up through purely

nominal steps, acolyte, deacon, priest; to see you
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dean of this church when you could hardly read our

Father; and to be tempted, yes tempted--for where

the horse goes the wagon must follow--and one must

admit that the great world is necessary since

we're none of us saints--tempted towards a sort of

ruin. I admit it freely. I might have remained

where I was and done some good. You tempted me

and I did eat." (193-94)

Anselm's call is as suspect as Jocelin's. He is easily

led away from the monastery where he may have "done some

good" (a dubious claim on his part, considering his later

actions), and he follows Jocelin to the Cathedral of Our

Lady. It is interesting to note that Anselm is chosen as

Jocelin's successor, and quite possibly influences the

Visitor from Rome in his decision to have Jocelin replaced.

Anselm and Jocelin are members of a corrupt priesthood,

capable of simony--the buying of offices--a common practice

in the medieval church. This practice was not limited to the

higher offices in the church (Tuchman 30). To use Jocelin's

words, it "pierced every stage, from the bottom to the top!"

(Spire 190).

There is also a suggestion of a past homosexual

relationship between Jocelin and Anselm:

Anselm stirred. There was a slight smile on

his face; but it was not a smile of humour.

"You were all over my knees like a dog."
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Anselm was looking out the window again.

There was colour on his cheeks. His voice was

stifled.

"Why must you always have a very best friend,

like an ignorant girl?"

"tI?"t

"Why was I the object of this--adolescent

regard?"

There was a confusion in Jocelin's head.

"I? Like that?"

Anselm's voice was very low, very bitter.

"You don't know. You've never known how

impossible you are. Impossible."

Jocelin licked his dry lips.

"I am--I was--a man of strong affections.

Clumsy."

He waited for the grief of this to subside a

little, then spoke to the vaulting.

"You, Anselm. On your side." (192-93)

This last statement of Jocelin's can be interpreted in

several ways. It could mean that Jocelin is encouraging

Anselm to continue the conversation, that it is now Anselm's

turn in this conversational game. But such a usage would be

anachronistic on Golding's part, and the context of the

passage reveals the conversation to be at a much deeper

level than that of a game. The phrase could also be
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interpreted to mean that Jocelin is showing his respect and

admiration for Anselm, that he has always been "on his side"

in all that has happened through the years between them in

their association. And this interpretation would seem to be

the most logical and obvious, for several times in the novel

Jocelin has attempted (however clumsily) to heal the rift in

their friendship. But Anselm's response to the remark of

"On your side," provides a further clue to the possible

homosexual relationship between the two men, for his answer

can be interpreted as that of a scorned lover. "It's so

long ago. Perhaps it never meant much--and then, all the

things that came after! No. I can't say more. Amused and

touched. And irritated. You were so--keen" (193).

As with many passages in Golding, the ambiguities

overwhelm clear analysis. But the evidence weighs in favor

of interpreting theirs as a homosexual relationship,

especially when one compares Jocelin with other ministers in

Golding's works. Father Watts-Watt in Free Fall is clearly

a minister with homosexual tendencies, as is Parson Colley

in Rites of Passage. Matty in Darkness Visible apparently

struggles both with heterosexual desires (focused on the

brown-haired girl at Frankley's and the seven daughters of

Mr. Sweet and, ultimately, Sophy) and homosexual desires

(focused on Mr. Pedigree, and perhaps even the boys at

Foundlings and Wandicott schools).
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In fact, there appears to be a progression in the three

novels concerning ministers toward a more blatant expression

of homosexuality, from the adolescent regard and strong

affections of a young Jocelin for his "master," to the

ambivalence and struggle of Matty, to the outright act of

fellatio (which, in this instance, becomes a parody of

worship) of Parson Colley with the sailor, Billy Rogers.

The interpretation of the spire as phallus comes in at

this point. Clearly, the spire is presented as phallus. In

this way, it becomes a symbol for Jocelin's sexual urges.

Sternlicht argues:

Thus Jocelin's love of the spire, the

cathedral, and the Church, ostensibly the driving

force behind his urge to build the spire, is

actually a narcissistic love of his own body.

Since the spire is the part of the cathedral

receiving most of his attention, Jocelin's

fixation may be diagnosed as phallus worship. (60)

Jocelin is tempted throughout the novel by visions of

Goody Pangall. This repressed heterosexual desire, along

with the possibility of homosexual tendencies, and Jocelin's

"phallus worship," point to Jocelin as something of an

adolescent. Typically, it is in adolescence that questions

of sexuality are raised, when one struggles to gain a sexual

identity. Jocelin has never grown up, just as he has never

learned to pray (Spire 188).
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Jocelin's Vision

Jocelin's struggle for a sexual identity ties into his

vision. The spire is seen as springing, projecting,

bursting, erupting from the heart of the building. In The

Cult of the Virgin Mary, Carroll writes of Freud's

interpretation of religious visions and relates this to the

cult of the Virgin Mary which has developed within the Roman

Catholic Church.

To quote Carroll:

In the one analysis in which Freud (1961a

(1923]) considered a religious hallucination in

any detail, he advanced two hypotheses: first,

that the occurrence of such a hallucination serves

as a mechanism for the discharge of excess sexual

energy, and, second, that the content of the

apparition was shaped by the seer's desire to

gratify an unconscious wish. ...

It seems clear, then, that Freud's view of

apparitions was the same as his earlier (Freud

1959 [1907]) view of obsessive religious

practices, namely that these religious phenomena

are sublimations of sexual or aggressive impulses

that, for whatever reason, are blocked and cannot

be expressed directly. In this view, the function

of the apparition (or religious obsession) is to
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drain off some of the excess generated by the

repressed impulse. (140-42)

Jocelin's vision of the spire fits the two hypotheses

of Freud presented by Carroll. The spire takes up the time

and energy of Jocelin. In those few quiet moments he

experiences or when he is asleep, he is tormented by his

"angel." The angel undergoes a transformation through the

novel, becoming a devil and ultimately joining with the body

and hair of a faceless Goody Pangall. Sternlicht contends

that after the climactic confrontation with his angel/devil,

Jocelin has a nocturnal emission (60), which offers further

evidence of the corruption of his work.

Jocelin's repressed sexual desire is for Goody Pangall.

His desire is necessarily repressed for a number of reasons,

primarily because of his ministerial "call." He is a member

of a celibate priesthood. The idea of a voluntary celibacy

has been associated with Christianity since at least the

second century, when certain believers chose this as part of

their obedience to Christ. With the rise of monastic orders

in later centuries, there arose a debate over the necessity

of a celibate priesthood. In 1079, Pope Gregory VII

(Hildebrand) settled the debate with his decree requiring

celibacy for all entering into the priesthood.

Externally-imposed celibacy soon created more problems

than the papal decree solved. Certainly not all of those

entering the priesthood had the gift of celibacy, and this
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external, institutionally-imposed restraint from the normal

sexual activity allowed in marriage proved to be too heavy a

burden for many priests to bear. Indeed, one of the great

embarrassments of the medieval church, particularly of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, is the high number of

illegitimate children sired by an allegedly celibate

priesthood. There are countless episodes of clergy in

medieval times who had not only one, but several concubines

in secret. But this sin could be paid for, literally:

"Money could buy any kind of dispensation: to legitimize

children, of which the majority were those of priests and

prelates" (Tuchman 27).

Loraine Boettner writes, "Historically, celibacy had

its roots in the Gnostic and Manichean heresies of the

second and third century which taught that matter was

inherently evil and that salvation consisted in resisting

and overcoming it" (300). Jocelin admits to Roger Mason,

"Heresies? I'm a compendium" (Spire 202). He also engages

in another heretical practice--flagellation. This practice

of whipping one's body with knotted cords was yet a further

excessive attempt to deny and mortify the flesh and, like

the Gnostic and Manichean heresies, treats the flesh as

evil and denies the creator's imprimatur--"It is

good"--(Gen. 1. 31) on His creation. In Jocelin's case,

this practice is again linked to repressed sexual desire,
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for he "lashed himself hard, seven times, across the back"

(Spire 60) in response to his dream of Goody Pangall.

Jocelin, as a member of a celibate priesthood, is

caught up in a religious system which denies the naturalness

of sexual responses within man; and therefore his sexual

energy must be channeled elsewhere. Hence, for Jocelin, the

spire.

But in spite of channeling this energy into the

building of the spire, it is clear that his desire is for

Goody Pangall. Jocelin views her as his "daughter in God."

While this may seem an innocent, loving title, upon closer

examination one can see the corruption that this title rests

on. Each day at a certain time, Jocelin awaits to see Goody

emerge from her small home in the cathedral. In fact,

Jocelin has so arranged his schedule of duties to allow him

to see her.

And then he was aware that he would not go

to pray yet, even on this great day of joy. And

he laughed aloud for pure joy, knowing why he

would not go, knowing as of old, the daily

pattern. . .

As if the knowing was cue for entry in an

interlude, he heard a latch open in the northwest

corner and a door creak open. I shall see, as I

see daily, my daughter in God! (7)
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The repressed sexual desire is evident in Jocelin's

first glimpses of his "daughter in God":

He watched her with love and a little

disappointment as she passed the unlighted altars

of the north aisle, saw her pull back her hood so

that the white wimple showed, got a glimpse of

green dress as the grey cloak swung back. She is

entirely woman, he thought, loving her. . . . (7)

And Jocelin concludes his reverie by linking himself to

Goody: "I suppose, after all, it [the confusion the building

of the spire has created] must make some difference to us"

(7 [emphasis added]).

While this reverie points to Jocelin's repressed sexual

desire, he is guilty of more than mere lust. Evidence of

Jocelin's sexual corruption is further seen in his

arrangement of the marriage of Goody to Pangall, the

cathedral caretaker. Only late in the novel does Jocelin

understand that he has arranged this marriage of the

beautiful young woman to the impotent old man as a way of

preserving Goody for himself. "The trouble is, Roger, that

the cellarage knew about him [Pangall]--knew he was

impotent, I mean--and arranged the marriage. It was her

hair, I think" (205).

Jocelin's corruption exceeds -even this when he permits,

then condones, an adulterous affair between Roger Mason and

Goody, using Goody to keep Roger at the cathedral, to keep
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him building the spire. Therefore, Jocelin is not only

guilty of lust and arranging what 
he knows will be an

unfruitful marriage, he is guilty of using 
people and

allowing them to follow their own baser desires 
rather than

exhorting them, which is to be part of his pastoral 
duties,

to pursue a higher moral course. Rather than a sanctifying

or cleansing influence, Jocelin is a corrupting 
influence in

the lives of the people in his cathedral. 
He is the exact

opposite of what a minister should 
do and be.

Jocelin's Pride

Not only does Jocelin's repressed sexual desire 
create

his vision, but his pride builds this vision into 
an

insurmountable obstacle. Jocelin succumbs to the mistaken

notion that this vision of his is important enough to

disrupt the life of the cathedral (the unlighted altars are

a symbol of this), distract him from his call, and

ultimately destroy people's lives. To these, he merely

responds, "Let it be so. Cost what you like" (31).

Howard S. Babb writes about Jocelin:

The first two chapters of the novel present a

Jocelin extremely confident of his mission while

they also contain several indications of 
his

frailties. About the world of the church he feels
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almost divinely omniscient, chuckling over how

well he knows the people in it. (Babb 139)

Babb, however, fails to realize that Jocelin's extreme

confidence in his mission is his chief frailty. Indeed, it

is much more than a frailty; it is hubris--overweening

self-conceit. Jocelin indicates the extent of his pride in

his prayer, "Lord, I thank thee that Thou hast kpt me

humble!" (.Spir 18). This prayer ironically echoes that of

the Pharisee, who prays, "God, I thank thee, that I am not

as other men" (Luke 18. 11).

Jocelin believes that it is he who has brought new life

and a sense of purpose to an otherwise dead cathedral. He

fancies:

Now I lay a hand to the very body of my church.

Like a surgeon, I take my knife to the stomach

drugged with poppy.

And his mind played with the fancy of the

drug, thinking that the thin sound of mattins was

the slow breathing of the drugged body where it

lay stretched on its back. (Spire 9)

Jocelin's pride causes him to imagine that he is doing a

good work, "completing" the original builders' intentions.

This he "knows," without ever having seen plans of the

cathedral (36).

Jocelin's pride also causes him to imagine that he is

more important than he truly is. He places himself in an
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elite company--that of the prophets of the Old Testament and

of Christ Himself. Jocelin compares the spire to the work

of four Old Testament prophets:

"It's God's Folly. Even in the old days He

never asked men to do what was reasonable. Men

can do that for themselves. They can buy and

sell, heal and govern. But then out of some deep

place [Jocelin implies that this deep place is

God, but more likely it is the pit, the cellarage,

even Hell] comes the command to do what makes no

sense at all--to build a ship on dry land; to sit

among the dunghills; to marry a whore; to set

their son on the altar of sacrifice. Then, if men

have faith, a new thing comes." (116)

Jocelin pridefully compares himself to Christ by

stating, whenever confronted by opposition, "I am about my

Father's business" (62; 64). The four prophets from the Old

Testament to whom Jocelin compares himself are Noah,

Ezekiel, Hosea, and Abraham. Jocelin seems to think that it

is the actions of these men that makes them significant.

But these actions in and of themselves are meaningless. Men

have built ships on dry land, sat among dunghills, married

whores, even offered their sons on the altar of sacrifice.

What makes these four from the Old Testament unique is not

their actions, but the fact that God spoke to them, and they

responded in obedience by proclaiming the word of the Lord.
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Noah not only built a ship on dry land, he was a

"preacher of righteousness" (2 Pet. 2. 5) as he built the

ship. Ezekiel proclaimed the word of the Lord concerning

the impending judgment of Israel (cf. Ezek. 4. 12-6. 14).

Hosea spoke the word of the Lord, comparing his marriage to

the whore, Gomer, to be like Israel's relationship with God

(cf. Hos. 1-3). And Abraham declared to his son, Isaac,

that God would provide a sacrifice, even as he laid him on

the altar of sacrifice (cf. Gen. 22).

Jocelin's vision has no such accompanying word; it was

simply a "mental image produced by the imagination." Jocelin

fails to realize this. And he already, as a minister, has a

word, the word of the Lord, to proclaim (i.e., the gospel).

But Jocelin never presents this word. He is obsessed with

the spire. The only mention of Jocelin preaching any word

is at the beginning of chapter four:

He preached in the churches of the City [by this

time, services have been effectively eliminated in

the Cathedral of Our Lady] where he was

archdeacon. In the Church of Saint Thomas, when

he was high up, speaking from the pulpit in the

triforium and halfway down the nave--and the

people stood below him, looking up, a half-moon of

them--he found that he was talking about the spire

urgently, softly striking his clenched fist on the

stone desk. But the people moaned and beat their
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breasts, not because they understood him, but

because he spoke so urgently; and because it was a

time of rain, floods, death and starvation. (Spire

61)

This passage reveals much about the depth of Jocelin's

call and the ease with which the vision takes precedence.

He neglects the preaching of the word of God for the

preaching of the spire of Jocelin. Apparently, he spoke

persuasively, that is, he moved the people to a response

(perhaps to give of what little money they had). But the

people are left comfortless in a time of dire distress. The

comfort of the gospel is replaced with a harshness of one

man's relentless vision. Jocelin has nothing to say to them

about their situation; rather, he ignores this and turns the

pulpit into a platform for his "cause," a soapbox from which

to proclaim, not the good news of God's salvation offered to

man in Christ, but the latest issue, drive, vision. Jocelin

is like many modern day evangelists who have forsaken God's

word for their own. No wonder the people do not understand

him. There is nothing to be understood.

The Effects of Jocelin's Vision

When a minister fails to lead the people in the

Christian faith (when he fails at his call), the results are

disastrous. Anselm says to Jocelin, "You sat on our necks
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. . . for a generation!" (193). And Jocelin later declares

to Roger Mason, "[T]here's some kind of blight on my hands.

I injure everyone I touch, particularly those I love" (202).

"The unfit clergy spread dismay, for these were the men

supposed to have the souls of the laity in their charge and

be the intermediaries between man and God" (Tuchman 27).

Jocelin has altogether failed in this capacity as

intermediary between man and God, and the people are not

indifferent to failure of their minister. They react

violently, nearly killing Jocelin in the street, stopping

only when they see how hideously disfigured he has become

through his diseased spine. They react so violently to him

because they sense that he has betrayed them in their

relationship with God. "This sense of betrayal explains why

the friars were so often the object of active hostility,

sometimes even of physical assault, as a chronicle of 1327

stated simply, 'they did not behave as friars ought"'

(Tuchman 31).

Showing little evidence of ever having been truly

called to the ministry, Jocelin is incapable of fulfilling

the duties of such a call. Yet, in spite of the corruption,

in spite of Jocelin's incompetence as a minister, there is

still the duty of the minister to proclaim the word of God.

This was to have been done at each celebration of the Mass,

where the spoken word provides the meaning for the symbols

of the Eucharist.
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Yet Jocelin quickly allows the altars in the cathedral

where the Mass would be celebrated to fall into disuse, thus

keeping the members of the cathedral from hearing what

little proclamation of the word they might hear. The

cathedral in general falls into disrepair, all for the sake

of the spire, and by the end of the two years that it takes

to complete the spire, services have effectively been

stopped. In fact, the cathedral becomes a center of pagan

rites, including the ritual murder of Pangall by the

builders to keep away bad luck (cf. Crompton's chapter on

The Spire, in A View from the Spire). Jocelin ignores, then

condones, then, ultimately, participates in this paganism.

Actually, Jocelin converts easily to paganism. He

takes the "Holy Nail" and nails the spire to the sky. There

is no rational or sound theological motive for this act.

The nail is an image, and it provides an act for Jocelin to

perform, to assuage his superstition that "for want of a

nail" the spire will fall. The nail becomes a magic token

for Jocelin. And this belief "depends on a substantialist

attitude (things must be changed in substance, just as the

eucharistic host changes substance)" (Ellul 82). Jocelin's

act of "nailing the spire to the sky" shows how far into

paganism Jocelin has moved. The spire is not the "model of

prayer" he originally envisioned it to be. Rather, it is a

pagan icon, an idol to which Jocelin has sought to make the

people bow.
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Ultimately, Jocelin's chasing after his vision through

The Spire mirrors the medieval church of the fourteenth

century. "For the Church and the fourteenth century, this

rush toward images, toward the 'realization' of spiritual

and revealed truth, ends up of course in magic and the

coarsest of beliefs" (188). Jocelin's vision has snuffed

out his call, as well as the life of the Church. The image

has humiliated the word.

Conclusion

Derek Roper claims that Jocelin discovers, as he nears

his death, "that his vision may nonetheless have been a true

one, and that through his corrupt nature a divine purpose

may obscurely and painfully have been achieved" (21).

Crompton contends that Jocelin's final visions of the

kingfisher and the apple tree

signify for Jocelin in terms of the spire he has

built . . . , in effect, a final vindication of

the rightness of his purpose, a vindication (in

Golding's phrase) of the 'My Godness' in man that

comes and goes as quickly as the kingfisher and

the blossom of spring. . . . And it is this final

certainty that penetrates the rigmarole of the

last rites and brings Jocelin in the end the peace

that passeth understanding. . . . (43)
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Roper and Crompton contend that the vision is to take

precedence over the word, and that Jocelin is perhaps

carrying out a bold act of faith even higher than the

Church's traditional faith.

This argument, however, fails to consider that Jocelin

is a minister whose role is not to chase after visions, but

is to proclaim the word of God. For the minister to fail to

do this is to fail in his calling; Jocelin fails. This

argument also fails to recognize that Jocelin is to be a

servant. Jocelin has not served; rather, he has forced

others throughout the novel to serve him. He has perverted

the gospel (by not proclaiming it) and the office of

minister (by being served rather than being a servant). For

a minister to act in this way presents even further evidence

of his lack of a true call to the ministry.

Laurence Lerner writes about the spire: "It is a

monument to monomania, to the crazy obstinacy of one man,

and its erection was the greatest disaster that could have

befallen the cathedral" (4). Lerner contends the spire is

not only a disaster but an evil thing, and offers as

evidence the motives behind its being built, the effects of

building it, and the symbolic significance of the spire.

More importantly, Lerner explains, "If Jocelin's final

glimpse of understanding is based on seeing alone [as both

Roper and Crompton imply], can it tell us anything about

what it meant to build the spire?' (10). Ellul would argue
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that it cannot; the spire is simply a mute image, offering

no explanation for itself. And about Jocelin's vision

Lerner writes, "I do not want to denigrate such moments of

vision, but I want to question whether they can be relied on

as moments of insight. They do not tell us the meaning (or

the 'meaning') of the building, why it was built and how

many lives it cost" (10).

What Lerner touches upon, Ellul states with great

force: visions are suspect because of their very nature.

We must consider how many texts [in

Scripture] involve a vision which is primarily a

false prophecy in which a false prophet argues

that his vision proves he is right. A vision is

both argument and falsehood. The vision is

inspired by a fraudulent power which tries to pass

for God and seduces people away from the

revelation through the Word. The [true] prophets

often insist on the falseness of visions as

opposed to the certainty of the Word of God. Thus

we can say that the antithesis between sight and

word is confirmed. In this connection we are told

of "visions of a person's heart": what a person

invents on his own, as if it were truth from God.

(78)

This is the case with Jocelin. He sees the vision, but

he does not seek to balance this vision with the counsel of
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the Scripture, or even subject it to the counsel of others.

In fact, "Jocelin tolerates no obstruction [to the

completion of his spire]; no alteration, no compromise"

(Bufkin 139). Rather, he savors his vision like manna

(Spire 186), which was never meant to be savored; it was

simply to be eaten, then forgotten. Jocelin records the

vision in a journal, then hides it away in the "left corner

of his chest" (162). But even when the journal is read by

Father Adam, it explains nothing.

Jocelin's vision, ultimately, is (to use Ellul's word)

"ineffable" (Ellul: Subversion 106). It cannot be

understood; it should not be acted upon. It comes out of a

mystical experience in the dark of night. As Ellul argues

in The Subversion of Christianity, this medieval mysticism

is suspect, having its roots in Islam, not Christianity.

The mystical experience is suspect, especially

if one accepts the common etymology whereby

"mystic" comes from muein, to be mute or

speechless. How can this be when God's work is

wholly that of the Word? God himself speaks, and

he calls upon us to bear witness by the Word

(106).

Moreover, just as the spire in the model of the

cathedral springs, bursts, projects, erupts from the heart

of the building, so the vision springs from the heart of
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Jocelin. The spire is more than repressed sexual desire, an

erect phallus on a model of a man.

"For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed

evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders,

thefts, covetousness, wickedness, deceit,

lasciviousness, an evil eye, blasphemy, pride,

foolishness: All these things come from within,

and defile the man." (Mark 7. 21-23)

The Spire reads like a gloss on this statement of Christ's.

Jocelin's spire is shot through "from top to bottom" with

corruption. The vision which caused all the destruction and

brought forth the corrupt desires and actions of those

building the spire could do nothing else.

The Spire is a record of one man's failure to

understand the serious nature of the ministerial call.

Jocelin was unable to fulfill the demands and duties of the

call primarily because he was not called to be a minister.

Secondarily, his failure stems from his pride and

corruption, his willingness to chase after a phantom--his

vision--and his unwillingness to submit his vision to the

test of any word (human or divine) that might call that

vision into question. The true ministerial model from

scripture is Christ, who served in humility and who taught

his disciples to do the same. Jocelin, indeed the entire

medieval Catholic institution of the priesthood, readily

overlooks this scriptural model based on the life and
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teachings of Christ to pursue power--power based on overt

displays of strength, authority, and pride, rather than on

meekness and humility. Had Jocelin followed this true model

of the Christian minister instead of his personal, private

vision, the spire would not have been built. And Jocelin

would have been a much stronger minister, free from divine

judgment for the evil and disaster that followed in the wake

of his vision.
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CHAPTER II

DARKNESS VISIBLE

"An image-oriented person is a person with no past"

(Ellul 159).

If Jocelin can be seen as a self-deceived, corrupt fool

in The Spire, Matty in Darkness Visible can be seen as a

self-deceived, naive fool. Corruption is both the

underlying metaphor and the controlling image in The Spire,

and corruption is also abundant in Darkness Visible. But

whereas by the conclusion of The Spire Jocelin is readily

aware that he is the fountainhead of this corruption, Matty,

in Darkness Visible, remains blissfully ignorant of the

source of the corruption in his world. And this is his

downfall. Matty is unable to discern that he is the source

of this corruption in the physical and spiritual realms,

particularly in the realm of language. As a result, Matty

is used by various forces for evil.

Matty is the most fully-drawn ministerial character in

Golding's works, and his personality and struggles with his

calling provide insight into all of Golding's ministers.

One can surmise that many of the questions and doubts Matty

59
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experiences (Who am I? What am I? What am I for?) are

similar to what Jocelin may have experienced prior to

entering the monastery. One can draw even stronger

parallels to Jocelin and further understand his personality

by understanding that Matty has the same sort of visionary

tendencies and characteristics. These parallels can be

extended to Golding's other ministerial characters,

including Parson Colley in Rites of Passage and even Father

Watts-Watt in Free Fall. Add to this the struggle that each

has with repressed sexual desires, and it appears that

Golding is almost working from a formula in creating his

ministers.

But this in no way weakens them or makes them

stereotypical caricatures. Rather, in the minister, Golding

seems to have found a wealth of ambiguity, irony, and

insight into humanity. Golding has always written about the

bridges between the rational and the irrational, between the

physical and the spiritual, and in the minister, he has

created a character who comes closest to crossing that

bridge and linking these two worlds (as Golding sees them).

The central action of Darkness Visible revolves around

the supposed ministerial call of the main character and his

subsequent visions. Darkness Visible, like The Spire, is

concerned with the minister's failure to fulfill his call.

The reason for this failure is the same in both novels. The

ministerial call is quickly discarded for the authority and
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exhilaration which some sort of vision imposes upon the

minister.

Several comparisons can be made between the two

ministers. Jocelin believes he has been chosen by the Holy

Spirit for a special task based on the vision that he

experiences. The fulfillment of the vision consumes the

rest of his life. Matty too believes that he has been

chosen by God for some special purpose, and when he is

visited by spirits, he comes to understand his purpose in

life: he is to protect a child. While Jocelin had a

singular vision of the spire which altered the course of his

life, Matty experiences a series of visions which define his

mission and purpose in life. These visions then consume and

control his life.

Both Jocelin and Matty record their visions in a

journal. But these journals do not explain the visions;

they merely describe them. Jocelin and Matty also discover

that their visions ultimately cost them their lives.

Jocelin realizes, though too late to act upon it, that he

has been the source of evil in the lives of those around

him. Matty never comes to this realization, and even in his

dying moments provides yet another opportunity for evil to

occur. Jocelin lived as a fool, but dies, as Lerner points

out, possibly experiencing some sort of regeneration (11),

though utterly unable to undo the damage he has caused.

Matty, on the other hand, both lives and dies a fool.
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A Metaphor of Foolishness

The image of Matty as fool is the controlling image of

Darkness Visible. Golding provides many allusions to

Scripture regarding the fool, all of which relate to Matty.

This is one of the great ironies of the novel. Matty

wonders what purpose he is to serve, and finds himself in

situations in which he thinks he is doing good, even serving

God's purposes. However, a closer examination of the text

and context of these situations reveals Matty to be a fool.

He is deceived into thinking that he is doing good when, in

reality, he is doing much harm and evil.

And yet, almost unanimously, critics have seen Matty as

a force for good in the novel battling against the evil of

Sophy. For example, Blythe declares that Matty's direction

in the novel is "heavenward" (462). Paulin writes, "Matty

is the unknowable child of the [Holy] Spirit" (57), and "He

is active goodness, the spirit of love and redemption which

must overthrow evil" (58). Dennis sees Matty as a

Savior-figure (42), while Escudie sees Matty as a "new

Abraham" (483). Clews claims that Matty is the messenger

sent before the new Christ who will usher in a golden age of

peace (327). And Malin carries this argument to its

conclusion by suggesting that Matty is not only some sort of

a prophet but is also a Christ-figure (573). But this is a
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surprisingly superficial reading by critics who also claim

this to be one of Golding's richest and deepest works.

A reading more consistent with the development of

Golding's works from Lord of the Flies forward--that is, a

reading consistent with Golding's view of man as evil but

ignorant of his nature--is to see Matty and Sophy as two

sides of the same coin. Both characters are used or

manipulated by evil forces to help usher in what may

ultimately become the apocalypse. Sophy is the active agent

of this evil; Matty is the passive agent. But both move

toward the same end, ignorant of the other's involvement.

A few critics have mentioned this possibility, but not

with any certainty. Walter Sullivan dismisses Matty's evil

by suggesting that

[w]e are tempted to make Septimus [Matty] and his

strange advent fall into place by seeing the fires

out of which he came as the flames of hell, and by

regarding these apparitions [the visits of spirits

to Matty] as his creators and masters. But

Golding does not let us off this easily. If these

visitors be devils, they are devious indeed; they

speak of salvation and the wages of guilt, but

they give Septimus purpose and assuage his

loneliness. (438)

Escudie hints that Matty may not be as innocent as he

seems because of his apparent murder of the Foundlings'
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student, Henderson (483). Raine questions the goodness of

Matty, suspecting he may be evil; but he remains undecided

on this matter (552-53). Butler also questions the origins

and goodness of Matty, but is inconclusive about them. Yet

even these critics who suggest the possibility of Matty's

true nature fail to notice the clues that Golding provides

in the novel.

These clues can be found in the biblical references

surrounding Matty, many of which relate to fire, prophecy,

and judgment. Crompton's article, "Biblical and Classical

Metaphor in Darkness Visible," goes into the most detail

concerning the myriad allusions to Scripture in the pages of

the novel (195-215). However, the depth of irony that

Golding employs in relating the Bible to Matty is such that

underneath the allusions to fire, prophecy, and judgment is

an even deeper layer which holds the key to understanding

the character of Matty. Corruption is the underlying

metaphor for Jocelin in The Spire. In Darkness Visible,

folly, or foolishness, is the underlying metaphor.

This metaphor of foolishness is double-edged in the

novel. First, Matty is able to fool those around him, i.e.,

he is false, a counterfeit. Second, Matty is fooled by

himself, as well as by spiritual forces. There are

countless allusions to Scripture in the novel relating to

the fool, and Matty becomes a walking example of the

scriptural fool. Golding carries the ideas of ministerial
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folly from The Spire forward into Darkness Visible. Whereas

"Jocelin's Folly" was limited in its scope--one man, one

church, one city--in Darkness Visible, what may be called

"Matty's Folly" takes on global and apocalyptic proportions.

Matty's Origins

The appearance of Matty in the novel's opening scene

provides an example ofthe layers of irony that Golding

employs throughout the novel. Darkness Visible opens in the

heart of an air raid during the London Blitz in World War

II. One can see a visual reminder from The Spire on the

first page. "There was a kind of tent in the sky over

London, which was composed of white beams of searchlights"

(Dv 9). This is similar to Jocelin's envisioning the spire

as a series of lines meeting in the sky four hundred feet

above the heart of the cathedral (Spire 24-25), and one is

reminded of the ultimate destruction and foolishness of the

spire.

Under this spire-like tent of lights, another structure

appears--a "burning bush" (RV 9) of flames created by the

bombs from the air raid. It is out of the heart of this

burning bush that Matty appears.

What had seemed impossible and therefore

unreal was now a fact and clear to them all. A

figure had condensed out of the shuddering
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backdrop of the glare. It moved in the

geometrical centre of the road which now appeared

longer and wider ["wide is the gate, and broad is

the way that leadeth to -destruction" (Hatt. 7.

13)] than before. (13)

He moves toward the firemen, and they see that he "was naked

and the miles of light lit him variously" and is "walking

with a kind of ritual gait" (14).. Matty's appearance is as

one from the heart of hell. He appears at the end of a

street which, "humanly speaking, . . . was no longer part

of the habitable world" (12).

One cannot help but notice that Matty's initial

appearance is linked to Satan. "Anl no marvel; for Satan

himself is transformed into an angeL of light" (2 Cor. 11.

14). It is interesting to note that the context of this

verse about Satan's appearance as an angel of light relates

to false ministers of the gospel. the evidence appears

early in the novel about the true nature and mission of

Matty; he is to be much like Jocelip--a false minister.

In this first chapter, Golding provides clues to the

origins of Matty, as well as ironic comment on these origins

through the eyes of the bookseller, one of the firemen

battling the flames in the air raid and who is the first to

witness Matty's appearance. "The b okseller looked away,

rubbed his eyes, then looked again.1 He knew most of the

counterfeits, the objects that seem endowed with life in a
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fire" (12). The word "counterfeit" is important in this

sentence, for it strengthens the connection to Satan, the

ultimate counterfeit, the father of lies.

It is also the bookseller who connects the appearance

of Matty with the apocalypse.

The bookseller was saying nothing and seemed

to be staring at nothing. There was a memory

flickering on the edge of his mind and he could

get it no further in where it could be examined;

and he was also remembering the moment when the

child had appeared, seeming to his weak sight to

be perhaps not entirely there--to be in a state

of, as it were, indecision as to whether he was a

human shape or merely a bit of flickering

brightness. Was it the Apocalypse? Nothing could

be more apocalyptic than a world so ferociously

consumed. (DV 15)

The apocalyptic reference which flickers at the edge of

the bookseller's mind no doubt relates to Revelation 9. 1:

And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star

fall from heaven unto the earth: and to him was

given the key of the bottomless pit. And he

opened the bottomless pit; and there arose a smoke

out of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace;

and the sun and the air were darkened by reason of

the smoke of the pit.
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Out of the bottomless pit comes the angel Abbadon (its

Hebrew name), also called Apollyon (its Greek name),, which

means "destroyer." And perhaps Golding is hinting that

Natty, walking with his "kind of ritual gait" is reminiscent

of that "rough beast, Its hour come round at last" which

"slouches toward Bethlehem to be born" (Yeats 91).

Considering the strong allusions to satanic deception and

destruction, one cannot but conclude that Natty is not an

agent for good, but for evil.

Natty is a counterfeit. He appears to be human, but

his origins belie his nature. Natty, appearing as an angel

of light, comes from the darkness of hell to lead the world

toward a final judgment--the apocalypse.

Natty's Connection with the Nephilim

Natty, in his initial appearance, is linked to satanic

deception and destruction. Golding further connects Natty,

in a rather confusing and mysterious way, to the spiritual

world of demons, particularly to the Nephilim. There is

some debate among scholars as to the identity and origins of

the Nephilim (cf. Hendel 8-13; 37), but generally the

Nephilim are considered to be the offspring of fallen angels

who interbred with human women. "The Hebrew term nephilim

means 'fallen ones' and designates the unusual offspring of

the unholy union" (Dickason 224).
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The somewhat sketchy history of the Nephilim is

described in a handful of passages from Scripture, the

first, and most complete of which is found in Genesis 6.

1-4.

And it came to pass, when men began to

multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters

were born unto them, that the sons of God

[nephilim--Anglicized from the Hebrew bene elim)

saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and

they took them wives of all which they chose. And

the LORD said, My spirit shall not always strive

with man, for that he is also flesh: yet his days

shall be an hundred and twenty years. There were

giants in the earth [nephilim--from the Greek

Septuagint word gigantes] in those days; and also

after that, when the sons of God came in unto the

daughters of men, and they bare children to them,

the same became mighty men which were of old, men

of renown.

A clue not only to Matty's origins but his purpose may

be found in this passage. The Nephilim appear preceding the

Great Flood and, indeed, can be seen as a predominant cause

for the Flood. Their corruption was so great that God sent

the flood to scour the earth clean from this cursed race.

Similarly, in Darkness Visible, the appearance of Matty

(a Nephilim-like creature) on the earth is a harbinger of
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divine judgment. This time, judgment comes not with water,

but with fire (cf. 2 Pet. 3. 5-7). The many biblical

allusions to fire are linked to Matty. He walks from the

heart of the burning city as a harbinger of final, divine

judgment.

The burning city of London can be compared with another

burning city--Sodom. Here again, the Nephilim are

associated with this act of divine judgment. Jude 6 and 7

states:

And the angels which kept not their first estate,

but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in

everlasting chains under darkness unto the

judgment of the great day. Even as Sodom and

Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like

manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and

going after strange flesh, are set forth for an

example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.

Golding strengthens the link between Matty and the

Nephilim through emphasizing Matty's participation in "going

after strange flesh," i.e, his sexual activity. Golding

describes the world of Foundlings School as a sordid little

place where both students and teachers actively engage in

bizarre sexual practices. (One cannot miss the obvious pun

that Golding makes in the school's name).

At Foundlings, Matty is involved in an incident of

exposing himself (that is, exposing his burned, disfigured
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ear) to the girls of the Convent School of Saint Cecilia.

In this episode, Golding makes a point of mentioning that

Matty's "hands and feet were too big for his thin arms and

legs. His sexuality--and this was brilliantly perceived by

his fellows--was in direct proportion to his

unattractiveness" (DV 22). In other words, Matty is

something of a giant in his own little earth of Foundlings,

a strange creature of mysterious origins, who becomes

involved in and, indeed, encourages sexual perversity

(though he is ignorant that he is encouraging it).

Soon after this, Matty is involved in another episode

of going after strange flesh. He becomes involved with his

pederast school teacher, Sebastian Pedigree. "Old Pedders,"

as Pedigree is called, is repulsed by Matty's scarred face,

and yet in an attempt to remove suspicion from his sexual

activities with the other "beautiful" students, Pedigree

invites Matty to his apartment. This incident ultimately

ends in death as Matty becomes mysteriously involved in the

death of Henderson, Pedigree's favorite student.

But the clearest link between Matty and the Nephilim is

made after Matty leaves Foundlings and goes to work at

Frankley's ironmongery. There, he experiences an

infatuation with a brown-haired girl. Matty sees the girl

in profile, and she thanks him for bringing her some

artificial flowers to sell with "no more than a

monosyllable" (44). That monosyllable is "Ta." Matty hears
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it expand to "more than a monosyllable" and into something

"at once soft and loud, explosive and of infinite duration"

(44). Thinking of the brown-haired girl, Matty's brain

cries out involuntarily, "The daughters of men" (49

[Golding's emphasis]).

Matty's mysterious connection with the Nephilim

continues through the novel. He is visited by spirit beings

who may be connected to the Nephilim, and they use Matty to

accomplish their diabolical schemes. And when Matty asks

these spirits, "Who am I? Am I human?", they offer a tacit

affirmation that he and they are perhaps literally kindred

spirits. (The connection between Matty and the spirits will

be discussed later in regard to Matty's visions). But

Golding, early in the novel, suggests that Matty's origins

and purpose may come from other than human realms. And it

is this purpose, Matty's ministerial call, that the novel

examines.

Matthew Septimus

Much has been made of the name Matty is given at the

hospital after being "rescued" by the firemen. At first, he

is designated Number Seven, and is then given the name

Matty, short for Matthew, and Seven becomes Latinized into

Septimus; hence, Matthew Seven. Critics point to Matthew 7.

1 as a sort of epigraph for the novel: "Judge not, that ye
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be not judged" (Crompton 196). However, to stop at the

first verse of this chapter is to miss much of the ironic

depth that Golding employs in the novel. The allusion to

Matthew 7. 13 has been cited in Matty's relationship to

satanic destruction.

Three other key ideas from Matthew 7. 15-27 relate to

Matty and his ministerial call.

Beware of the false prophets, which come to

you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly are ravening

wolves. Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do

men gather grapes or thorns, or figs or thistles?

Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit;

but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A

good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither

can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every

tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn

down, and cast into the fire. Wherefore by their

fruits ye shall know them. (15-19)

Matty is a false prophet, disguised as a minister. He

appears f4rst as an angel of light, moves through life

deceiving people into believing he is a minister, then

deceives Edwin Bell and Sim Goodchild into following him.

His "fruits" (which will be examined later in the chapter)

are corrupt; he brings forth evil. And his end is the same

as the corrupt tree--consignment to flames.
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Continuing with Matthew 7. 20-23:

Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord,

shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he

that doeth the will of my Father which is in

heaven. Many will say to me in that day, Lord,

Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in

thy name have we not cast out devils? and in thy

name done many wonderful works? And then will I

profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from

me, ye that work iniquity.

Matty deceives himself into thinking that he is doing

"many wonderful works" for God; however, God has nothing to

do with his efforts. Matty's wonderful works are done for a

more diabolical force.

The clearest evidence of Matty's counterfeit nature is

illumined by Matthew 7. 24-27.

Therefore, whosoever heareth these sayings of

mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise

man, which built his house upon a rock: and the

rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds

blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell not:

for it was founded upon a rock. And every one

that heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them

not, shall be likened unto a foolish man, which

built his house upon the sand: and the rain

descended, and the floods came, and the winds
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blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell: and

great was the fall of it.

Matty the Fool

Matthew 7. 24-27 presents the foundational allusion for

understanding Matty, his call and his visions. When one

looks at the definitions of "fool," Matty fits them all.

fool, n.

1. one who is lacking reason, or the common powers

of understanding; an idiot; an imbecile.

2. a person with little or no judgment, common

sense, wisdom, etc.; a silly person; a simpleton.

3. a man formerly kept in the household of a

nobleman or king to entertain by acting as a

clown; professional jester.

4. a victim of a joke or trick; a dupe. ("fool"

713)

Matty is certainly "one who is lacking in reason, or

the common powers of understanding." He demonstrates this

throughout the novel. He lacks the ability to reason,

particularly when it comes to language. Matty cannot

understand anything but the literal meanings of words; he

has no sense of the abstract. For example, when Pedigree

sarcastically calls Matty a "treasure" (DV 28), Matty cannot

"conceive of a whole relationship being based on a joke"
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(29). He also fails to understand that the voice he hears

in his head while inside the church is not the voice of God,

but that of the curate. And ultimately, he cannot

understand that the spirits are deceptive, that they are in

reality agents of Satan. They communicate with him by

showing him "beautiful words on white pages" (90),, which

Matty takes to be messages from God.

A second definition of fool is also appropriate to

Matty: "a person with little or no judgment, common sense,

wisdom, etc." He demonstrates little judgment when he is

visited by the spirits, taking them at face value, trusting

them after subjecting them to a rather inconclusive test "to

see if they are of God: because there are many false

prophets gone out in the world" (1 John 4. 1). Matty

readily shows himself to be a fool by believing them. The

reason he is a fool here is that he uses scripture as a

talisman (Crompton 199), and operates from an overly literal

interpretation of Scripture which has disastrous results.

The third definition of fool relates to Matty's

origins: "a man formerly kept in the household of a

nobleman or king to entertain by acting as a clown." Matty

can be seen as a cosmic, divine fool, used to entertain

Satan, who is the "prince of the power of the air" (Eph. 2.

2) and "the ruler of the darkness of this world" (Eph. 6.

12), which offers an intriguing interpretation of both the

word fool and the novel. However, the novel's vagueness
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allows only speculation on this point. That Matty is used

by the spirits to accomplish their ends of protecting a

child is clear. That these spirits are satanic in origin is

also clear. Therefore, one could say that Matty becomes

"Satan's fool."

One may take this speculation a step further and say

that Golding is presenting a picture of Matty not only as

Satan's fool, but also as God's fool, and that God uses

Satan, who in turn uses Matty, as a sort of clown. This

offers an extremely dark picture of the nature and character

of God, placing Him as the ultimate cause and force of evil

in the universe. Such an interpretation would echo

Baudelaire's cynical witticism, "If God exists, he must be

the devil" (Sire 53).

A final definition of fool also corresponds with Matty

and is the obvious outcome of the preceding definition: "a

victim of a joke or trick; dupe." Matty is duped into

thinking that he is called to a mission of good, that the

spirits are good, and that he is a minister for God.

Nothing could be further from the truth.

Matty's Call

Matty's call and his visions are inter-related. Matty

has his first vision while standing outside Goodchild's Rare

Books. Up to this time, he has worked at Frankley's
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ironmongery and found little purpose in life other than his

two obsessions--one being Pedigree's sentence of "It's all

your fault!"; the other being the brown-haired girl at

Frankley's. "The two compulsions seemed to twist him

inside, to lift him up against his own wishes and leave him

with no defences and no remedy but simply to endure" (DV 45).

These two conflicting forces leave him susceptible to

his emotions.

He was in a curious state. It was as if there was

a high, singing note in the air from which he

could not detach himself and which was the result

of some interior strain, some anxiety that

could--if you remembered this thing or that

thing--sharpen into anguish. (47)

This is reminiscent of The Spire:

There came a sharp scream from by the

southwest pillar. . . . Jocelin saw bits of stone

skittering out like pieces of smashed ice on the

ice of a pond. . . . And with the piece of stone

came something else; the high ringing of

unbearable, unbelievable tension. It came from

nowhere in particular, could not be placed, but

sounded equally at the centre of things and at the

periphery; it was needles in either ear. (75)

The strain that Matty experiences is similar to

Jocelin's, who after hearing the singing of the stones and
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seeing the pillars in the church bend, wills the entire

weight of the building on to his back. Matty, under similar

though perhaps even greater pressure, has the weight of the

universe on him.

In this emotional state, Matty walks through the

village of Greenfield, seeking respite from the pain of the

words, the Babel-like cacophony that this peaceful little

village has become in the late twentieth century.

It might be possible to go down into silence, sink

down through all noises and all words, down

through the words, the knives and swords such as

it's all your fault and ta with a piercing

sweetness, down, down into silence-- (DV 47)

Matty looks in the window of Goodchild's Rare Books and

there he sees his vision while looking into a glass ball.

In a vision free from words,

He was shown the seamy side where the

connections are. The whole cloth of what had

seemed separate now appeared as the warp and woof

from which events and people get their being. He

saw Pedigree, his face contorted with accusation.

He saw a fall of hair and a profile and he saw the

balance in which they lay, the one the other. The

face he had never fully seen of the girl among the

artificials was there in front of him. He knew it

familiarly but knew there was something wrong with
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the knowledge. Pedigree balanced it. There was

everything right with this plain knowledge of

Pedigree and his searing words. (48)

This vision leaves Matty with a sense of a call,

unidentified as yet in his mind. He wanders aimlessly, then

moves toward the Greenfield Parish Church, "suddenly

understanding that it was what he had to do" (49). Once

there, Matty kneels, "almost without his volition, in the

right attitude and place" (49). But the church is empty of

the "qualities" Matty is seeking and has found in the glass

ball (49). Matty seeks a visual, non-spoken spirituality,

an impossible thing to find in word-based Christianity.

However, Christianity is all that Matty knows, so he seeks

to confirm and understand this vision of the glass ball by

going to the village church. But once there, he is again

confronted by painful, sharp words.

He cried out silently to nowhere. Silence

reverberated in silence.

Then a voice spoke, quite clearly.

"Who are you? What do you want?"

Now this was the voice of the curate who was

clearing up certain things in the vestry. . ..

But the voice sounded right inside Matty's head.

He answered it in the same place. (49)

Matty takes the voice of the curate to be the voice of

God. Hearing this voice is a turning point for Matty. He
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realizes that he can never heal Pedigree, nor can he ever

gain the affections of the brown-haired girl. Matty tries

his untested will (49) and decides that he must go away,

leaving behind those two he has cherished.

In this scene in the church, Matty's self-deception and

foolish nature are revealed. That is, Matty is mistaken

about his call, taking literally the curate's voice as the

voice of God speaking to him, just as he is mistaken about

his "friendship" with Pedigree, taking literally Pedigree's

sarcastic use of the word "treasure." Hearing voices, seeing

visions, or having emotional experiences is not the same as

experiencing a call to the ministry, yet Matty believes that

these three elements constitute some kind of a call, for

immediately after this, he "knew that he must go away" (50).

Perhaps here he has in mind the example of Christ's

disciples who "forsook all and followed him" (Luke 5. 11).

Matty's call is even less certain than Jocelin's

tentative call. Jocelin at least can say, "I thought the

Holy Spirit had chosen us" (Spire 192). Matty can say

nothing; he merely feels, then acts. "It was typical of

Matty's jagged[ and passionate character that once he had

decided to go away he should go as far as humanly possible"

(DV 51). So he goes to Australia. It is here that Matty

begins to ask questions about his nature (Who am I? What am

I? What am I for?), and to formulate his notions of the call

that he has received. But he moves along non-language
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avenues; language for Matty is a cipher--his literal mind

cannot even accommodate different translations of the Bible

(53). And his emotions cannot tolerate words, those painful

"swords and knives" that cut into him.

In Australia, he adopts a manner of dress (becoming the

man in black), limits his speech to essentials, and begins

to memorize vast portions of Scripture. In this way, Matty

fashions himself into what he believes to be a minister of

the Gospel. He believes he is called, has a purpose. That

purpose slowly reveals itself during his time in Australia.

But Matty's ideas of what a minister is prove to be solely

founded in the visual realm. That is, Matty knows what a

religious minister should look like and do (i.e., dress

differently, be modest in speech, have few material goods,

memorize Scripture, say his mechanical prayers), but he has

no idea what a minister is, i.e., a servant of God, a

proclaimer of God's Word.

Golding provides examples of Matty's visually-based

religion while at the same time underscoring the metaphor of

Matty the fool. The first example shows Matty's

literal-minded approach to Scripture.

Sometimes Mrs. Sweet was near enough to hear

him.

"--one silver charger of the weight of an

hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl, of

seventy shekels, after the shekel of the
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sanctuary; both of them full of fine flour mingles

with oil for a meat offering: 56 One golden spoon

of ten shekels full of incense: 57 One young

bullock, one ram, one lamb of the first year for a

burnt offering: 58 One kid of the goats--" (55)

Here the passage ends, but the conclusion of the verse reads

"for a sin offering" (Num. 7. 58). Golding foreshadows

Matty's ultimate demise with this clever use of Scripture.

But the important idea to note here about Matty's

Scripture memorization is that it changes the very nature of

the Word. Ellul writes in The Humiliation of the Word:

[T]he Bible in its materiality (i.e., its written

form] is not the Word of God made visible through

reading. God did not become Jeremiah's secretary

and write for him (Jer. 1. 9). And he has not

made his Word visible. . . . The Bible is not a

sort of visible representation of God. (63)

However, Matty turns the Scripture into an image.

Thus, his mind can accommodate what is written in the text

without truly understanding the meaning of it. In this way

he shows himself to be the fool Christ speaks of in Matthew

7, who hears but does not understand and act upon His words.

An even more clever use of Scripture on Golding's part

shows a deeper insight into Matty's true character:
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Sometimes she would hear him in the house as

his voice got louder and louder, stuck like a

scratched gramophone record.

"21 And he said unto them--said unto

them--said unto them--said unto them--"

Then she would hear a few quick steps and

know that he had gone into his own place to look

at the book lying open on the table. He would

come back after a few moments; and through the rub

and squeak of the window being polished she would

hear him once more.

"said unto them Is a candle bought to be put

under a bushel or under a bed? And not be set on a

candlestick?

22 For there is nothing hid, which shall not be

manifested; neither was anything kept secret, but

that it should come abroad.

2:3 If any man--" (DV 55)

An interesting point to note here, and Golding seems to

be prompting the reader to confirm the source just as Matty

did, is that even after checking this passage from Mark 4,

Matty still gets it wrong. He makes a significant, though

seemingly minor error; he says, "Is a candle bought."

However, the verse reads, "Is a candle brought. " The

important change that Golding signals to his reader ties in

with the idea that Matty is not genuine; rather, he is
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bought, a counterfeit. More important, Golding shows that

Matty gets it wrong about Scripture, just as he gets it

wrong about everything else relating to Scripture and about

his mission.

Another example of Matty's literal-minded, visually-

related religion soon follows the scene of Matty's Scripture

memorization. Matty, "in a moment of quite brilliant and

articulate explanation" (55), understands that there are

things moving beneath the surface in religion, that the

literalness of his practices is not all there is.

If things moved about on the surface there

was something to be done. For example, there were

explicit instructions as to conduct if a man

should defile himself. But how if the thing that

moves beneath the surface is not to be defined but

stays there, a must without any instructions?

Must drove him to things he could not explain but

only accept as a bit of easing when to do nothing

was intolerable. Such was the placing of stones

in a pattern, the making of gestures over them.

Such was the slow trickling of dust from the hand

and pouring of good water into a hole. (55).

Here, Matty moves beyond the bounds of Scripture,

beyond the confines of word-based Christianity, in an effort

to fulfill his sense of a call. The must about stones is in

direct contradiction to clear instructions about not laying
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stones in a pattern. (Cf. Joshua 4, where the Israelites

are instructed how to build their altars using uncut

stones). Matty's laying of the stones in patterns and

making gestures over them imitates Aborigine pagan practices

in Australia. Matty requires, as an image-oriented

practitioner of religion, something visual, and feels

"intolerable" without it. And as Ellul notes, the movement

from image-oriented religion in Christianity inevitably is

toward paganism and magic ritual (188).

At the same time, Matty begins to move away from

corporate Christianity, isolating himself and increasing his

possibility for error by reason of this isolation. "Ceasing

to go to church was as much a must as the other gestures,

and positive" (DV 55) .

Soon after this, Matty travels to the wilderness,

perhaps in literal imitation of Christ. But whereas Christ

had a purpose in going to the wilderness, i.e., to face

temptation (cf. Matt. 4. 1-11; Luke 4. 1-13), Matty merely

wanders aimlessly, lost, thirsty, and nearly dying. Here

again, Golding provides a telling example of Matty's

foolishness. Suffering from thirst, Matty

stopped for a bit, looking down and blinking.

There were large, black ants running round at his

feet, ants that apparently found the heat

encouraging and an incentive to work for they were

carrying huge burdens as if about to achieve
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something. Matty considered them for a while, but

they had nothing to say to his condition. (62)

Actually, the ants have quite a lot to say about Matty's

condition. The scriptural allusion used here by Golding is

to Proverbs 6. 6, which states, "Go to the ant, thou

sluggard; consider her ways and be wise." But Matty sees

nothing about his condition in the ants because he is a

fool.

While wandering in the wilderness (which in reality is

just outside the suburbs of Darwin), Matty has an encounter

with Harry Bummer, a cruel, deranged Aborigine, who nearly

castrates him. This is Matty's "crucifarce" or his

"crucifiction" (68)., as Golding calls it; he is made

something of an eunuch, not for the sake of the kingdom of

God (Matt. 19. 12), but simply as a cruel joke played on

him. Again, Matty is a fool, the victim of a trick.

Matty's episode in the wilderness provides a picture of

his life in miniature: he is lost in a wilderness, attacked

and used by malevolent external forces. And throughout, he

is a fool.

After Matty's near-castration by Harry Bummer, he

convalesces in the hopital, and here he reveals his

willingness to deceive people about his call. People

assume, because of his constant reading of the Bible, his

attitude of silence, and his manner of dress that he is a

minister. He does nothing to contradict them, but these
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same people are amazed at his lack of words, and the fact

that one with so "awful and grave a face . . . did not seem

to have opinions or a purpose" (67).

Matty also reveals, upon his release from the hospital,

that his mission is no longer Christian. He uses the visual

trappings of what he considers to be a Christian minister,

but at heart he is a pagan. Matty can be compared to

Jocelin, who not only allowed the cathedral to fall into

disrepair but encouraged, then eventually participated in,

the pagan rituals of the workmen. Matty's sense of a call

mingles with his need for a visual religion. Hence, he can

no longer accept the strictures of the Bible. He is free

from this.

And yet he continues to deceive people by playing a

role as a minister, albeit a silent one. Matty gets the

idea for a "dumb-show" of prophecy from watching Aborigines

carry out similar things with stones, while taking the

precise form from Ezekiel. However, unlike Ezekiel, Matty

has no word to accompany the drama that he enacts outside

the State House buildings. His role of a prophet acting out

judgment, rather than being similar to Ezekiel, is built on

his eclectic blend of Scripture and pagan practices and is

contradictory to the true biblical role of either a prophet

or a minister.

Again, Golding provides a clear example of Matty's life

in miniature, of the foolishness and ultimate destruction
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related to Matty and his mission. The episode of the

prophetic drama, which began amid laughter, joking, and

applause by onlookers ends with cries and curses.

So then he was able to lay his twigs and put the

pot on top and strike a match and light the twigs

and he got more laughter and then applause as if

he was a clown who had suddenly done something

clever; and through the laughter and the applause

you could hear the crackling of the twigs under

the pot and the twigs blazed and the grass blazed

and the flower seeds went bang, bang and a great

flame licked across the wasteland and there were

shrieks and screams and people beating each other

out and the children and people scattering and the

screech of brakes as they ran into the road and

the crash as the cars shunted each other and cries

and curses. (70)

This is the pattern of Matty's life: what begins as

something of a joke ends in tragedy, in flames. The irony

is that while Matty is silently prophesying about a possible

impending tragedy (Matty may be mutely protesting nuclear

war), he creates a far more real tragedy through his

actions. And the biblical allusion Golding uses in this

episode strengthens the metaphor of Matty the fool. "As the

crackling of thorns under a pot, so is the laughter of a

fool" (Ecc. 7. 6).
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Matty is questioned about this disastrous episode by a

state official and reveals much about the nature of his call

to the ministry.

"--And before we part--tell me. Do you have

some kind of, of perception, some extra-sensory

perception, some second sight--in a word, do

you--see?"

Matty looked at him, mouth shut like a trap.

The secretary blinked.

"I only mean, my dear fellow, this

information you feel called on to press on an

unheeding world--"

For a moment or two Matty said nothing. Then

slowly at first but at the last with a kind of

jerk, he got himself upright on the other side of

the desk and stared not at the secretary but over

him and out of the window. He convulsed but made

no sound. He clenched his fists up by his chest

and the words burst out of his twisted lips, two

golf balls.

"I feel!" (71)

Matty's call is emotional, not rational. Thus, he

cannot rationally discuss it; he can merely exclaim, after

much effort, "I feel!" He has explained nothing (and yet at

the same time, everything) about his calling. His call
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meets deep psychological needs, provides some purpose in his

life.

Immediately following this interview with the

secretary, Matty undergoes a bizarre ritual, which takes

place in a low-lying bog in the dark of night. He wraps

himself in chains and metal wheels, and walks through a

swamp, holding a lantern above his head. This seals Matty's

call. He has been moving toward this end all along, by his

ritualistic approach to Christianity and the slow but steady

infiltration of paganism into his beliefs and practices.

In this midnight ritual, Matty parodies two Christian

rituals: baptism and ordination. By doing these alone and

to himself, Matty places himself completely outside the pale

of Christianity. One can neither baptize himself nor be

self-ordained; both are to be done to the person by another.

Matty has determined the course of his call, and it is not

to be a Christian minister.

Matty's Visions

Having gone to Australia to escape the painful words of

men, Matty ends up escaping the word of God. And yet the

irony of this is that, in spite of diminishing the influence

of Scripture in his life, Matty feels an even stronger

certainty about his call. His important questions (Who am

I? What am I? What am I for?) still have not been answered,
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but with his self-formulated calling, Matty achieves a

certain sense of fatal acceptance of his lot in life, a sort

of settled dread. He portrays his calling in the only way

he knows how, as a Christian minister. However, just as

Jocelin cannot be considered a true minister of the gospel,

Matty cannot be considered one either. Both are false

ministers.

Matty, having thus experienced his call, returns to

England, and upon his return there, experiences the visions

which alter his life. He records the visions in his journal

"for evidence to show I am not mad" (86).

The spirits first visit him on 17/5/65, and in his

18/5/65 journal entry Matty provides a hint to the reason

for their visit, though he himself is unaware of the

connection. He writes, "It is all hidden. I gave many

signs nearly two years ago in Darwin Northern Territory and

nothing has happened. It is to try my faith" (87). The

signs he gave were his self-baptism and self-ordination,

where he unknowingly offered himself to spiritual forces who

witnessed this perverse ritual that sealed his call. The

spirits realize that in Matty they have a willing worker for

their purposes.

The spirits do not visit him for another year, but on

17/5/66 Matty is visited a second time. This visit confirms

to him his "feeling that I am at the centre of an important

thing and have been always" (87). His call is confirmed to
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him by this visit from the spirits. Matty still imagines

that he is some sort of Christian minister. He records this

belief in his 21/5/66 journal entry.

I was reading at the table Revelations when I

understood. At once it was like when the spirits

appear but they did not. I went cold, shivering

and the short hairs on my person stood up. I saw

that a FATEFUL DAY is coming by reason of the

calendar. (87)

Matty, on 6/6/66, walks through the streets of Cornwall

with a sign written in blood, which reads "666." Matty sees

that the fateful day is to announce the appearance of

judgment. He writes, "It seems to me that on 1/6/66 a voice

told me what to do but I cannot be sure. It is all mixed up

like when the display counter was turned over by that great

dog" (89).

For one who has memorized entire books of the Bible,

Matty's understanding of Scripture is amazingly weak. But

this is another example of his foolishness. He fails to

understand those Scriptures that he spends hours studying.

He writes:

I went through all the churches and chapels in the

town with my hat on except those that were locked.

At each of these I knocked three times then shook

the dust of the threshold off my feet and walked

away. . . . Many people will know the carnal and
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earthly pleasures of being alive this day and not

brought to judgment. No one but I have felt the

dreadful sorrow of not being in heaven with

judgement all done. (89)

Here again, Matty is self-deceived. He has forsaken

the clear message of Scripture concerning the Last Judgment

to present his own message of a secret judgment that is to

occur on 6/6/66. Scripture makes it clear that the judgment

Matty seeks will be hard to miss (cf. Matt. 24. 26-31, among

other apocalyptic passages), that the judgment will be both

universal and immediate. Matty's call has led him away from

Christian revelation into the realm of imagination, and this

is merely another way in which Matty proves to be something

other than a Christian minister.

The "voice" Matty hears on 1/6/66 that leads him to

perform this weird act of announcing a secret judgment is no

doubt self-induced, since Matty had given up food and had

drunk only a little water for several days before this

occurrence. He creates through his actions a

psychologically susceptible state for experiencing an

audible hallucination.

This is also the case for his visits from the spirits.

These visions occur when he is in a psychologically

susceptible state. The first visit occurs immediately after

his return to England, after having experienced an

exhausting sea voyage from Australia, and having established
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a pattern of deprivation for himself, eating and drinking

little.

The line between the worlds of imagination and reality,

between the physical and the spiritual, is very permeable in

Matty's case. Golding has demonstrated this from the

novel's opening pages, with Matty's mysterious,

other-worldly appearance. And just as Matty's

emotionally-charged state leads to his first vision in the

glass ball, so his vision of the spirits (who no doubt are

real) is caused not only by his dabbling in the occult world

of pagan practices, but it is caused by his weak,

literal-minded religion and his psychologically- and

physiologically-reduced character (caused by his harsh,

debilitating fasts and utter loneliness). His imagination,

thus weakened, provides a highly susceptible atmosphere for

visits from spiritual creatures. Therefore, while the

spirits no doubt exist, the fact that Matty's psychological

state is such, their visits can be said to be "a mental

image produced by the imagination."

Matty's Mission

Matty's call and his visions are inter-related. And

his mission stems from his visions of the spirits. It

becomes more apparent, as Matty's mission is outlined for

him by the spirits, that these spirits are not from God,
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for their messages move further from biblical revelation and

more toward their own ideas.

One clue to the reader that these spirits are not

angels or spirits from God is their lack of language. Ellul

writes:

Speech constitutes human specificity, just as it

constitutes the specificity of God as compared

with other gods. God summons a person through the

word, and induces him to speak in dialogue. .

For human speech possesses eminent dignity.

It is more decisive than action and reveals more.

But most of all, human speech is invested with

unlimited importance because God chose the word as

his means. The fact that revelation was

accomplished through the word attaches meaning and

value to human language. God could have chosen

any other means for his action and revelation, but

he chose this particular one. Therefore human

language possesses a dignity it would not

otherwise have had. (64-65)

God has not changed His method of communication with

man; it is still through the medium of the Word. And yet,

Matty's spirits do not speak; rather, they show. From the

outset, the importance of the word is diminished by these

spirits; in this way they prove themselves to be other than

divine in origin.
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Matty makes it clear that the spirits do not speak. On

their third visit, Matty questions them, and they reveal

their manner of communication.

I expected them either to say nothing or to speak

out loud, or perhaps whisper, but it was a mystery

instead. For when I had whispered I saw they held

a great book between them open with HIS NAME there

in shining gold. So it is alright but still

dreadful of course. . . .

They will not speak in a common way. They hold

out beautiful white papers with words on or whole

books faster than newspapers being printed like

you see on the television. (DV 90)

Matty's testing of the spirits is interesting to

notice. His reasoning for this testing is valid: "Satan may

appear as an angel of light so much more easily as a red or

blue spirit with hats" (92). Matty is so impressed by the

visual authority that the spirits seem to have (the robes

and hats of office) that he takes them to be angels of God.

Yet he wants to be certain, so he questions them. But there

is no substance to Matty's test of asking the spirits, "Are

you both true servants of OUR LORD?"; he merely subjects

them to the superficial image that the written word has

become for him.

Matty uses Scripture as a formula to test the spirits,

much as he uses Scripture as a mantra, a chanting device to
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take his mind off temptation when he sees the seven Hanrahan

daughters (59-60). Matty is certain that the mere

repetition of "THAT NAME would strike Satan down and burn

him like an acid" (92). But Matty gets this idea more from

his imagination than from Scripture. For Matty, the image

of "HIS NAME" is more important than the meaning of that

name, i.e., that it represents the Word made flesh.

Scripture teaches that Satan is the father of lies (John 8.

44), and to assume that Satan cannot even mention the name

of God or (as Matty implies) the name of Christ, is folly.

Matty presses the spirits for further clarification of

THAT NAME. The spirits show: "We worship HIM THE LORD OF

THE EARTH AND THE SUN AND THE PLANETS AND ALL THE CREATURES

THAT ARE ON THEM" (92). Again, Matty has no objective

verifiable evidence of this; he is lost to both his

imagination and his visions. The spirits respond exactly as

Matty wishes they would, i.e., that they are servants of

God. Matty continues to deceive himself.

After he shows that he believes the spirits, Matty is

beyond redemption. He does exactly what they want him to do

from that moment on; his life has purpose in doing their

bidding. He learns that he is "near the centre of things"

(91),, which confirms his suspicion that he has been for a

long time. Here, Golding offers an allusion to Yeats'

apocalyptic poem, "The Second Coming," where the "centre

cannot hold" (Yeats 91). Matty, along with Sophy, is near
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the center of the apocalypse; only Sophy has a clearer

realization of the meaning of this position. Matty remains

hopelessly ignorant.

Matty's mission, then, is to protect a child. Golding

offers a clue as to the identity of that child. The spirits

show Matty that on the day he "bore the awful number through

the streets, "a black spirit (with a touch of purple) was

cast down from heaven. The biblical allusion here is from

Luke 10. 18, where Christ declares, "I beheld Satan as

lightning fall from heaven," and from Revelation 12. 7-9:

And there was war in heaven: Michael and his

angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon

fought and his angels, and prevailed not; neither

was their place found any more in heaven. And the

great dragon was cast out, that old serpent,

called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the

whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and

his angels were cast out with him.

The result of the dragon being cast down is "Woe to the

inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is

come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth

that he hath but a short time" (Rev. 12. 12).

The child that Matty is to protect was born, Matty

discovers, on 6/6/66. Golding foreshadows the type of

influence this child will have on the world. Matty records

two other occurrences from that same day, both which relate
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to death and injury. "Sara Jenkins died, may she rest in

peace. . . . A boy (P. Williamson) fell off his bike and

sustained a fracture of the left leg. His will be done" (DV

90).

And the importance of the day's number, 6/6/66, relates

to the child and Revelation 13. 18: "Here is wisdom. Let

him that hath understanding count the number of the beast:

for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred

threescore and six" [666]. Matty lacks the wisdom to

understand the significance of the number; therefore, he is

easily used by the spirits to later protect the child who

carries this number of the beast.

Matty's Questions

In Matty's mission to protect the child, all of his

important questions (Who am I? What am I? What am I for?)

are answered. The spirits provide meaning to Matty's life.

While they are external, they have been invited into Matty's

visions through his psychological and spiritual

susceptibility.

The question, Who am I? comes from Matty's lack of an

identifiable beginning, or rather a beginning so dissimilar

to ordinary humanity. Matty has been on the outside

throughout his life, alienated and isolated. This isolation

fashions itself into the question Who am I?, which could be
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restated, What is my name? Matty is lacking an identity,

for he has no name, other than what he has been given by

bureaucratic officials. He has no origin, no name, no sense

of personal identity and worth.

Matty finds a name, an identity, or rather one is given

him by the spirits. Matty records in his journal that he

has been given a "spiritual name," but he does not tell what

it is. This name-giving from the spirits is an ironic

parody of Revelation 2. 17, where Christ states, "I will

give a new name which no man knoweth saving him that

receiveth." Matty's deep longing for a name, longing for a

sense of identity, of personhood, is provided by his own

psyche, aided by the spirits.

The answer to the second question, What am I?, is found

in the journal entry of 14/6/78. Here, Matty records his

vision of Sophy Stanhope becoming the Whore of Babylon in

his dream/vision.

But the thing is the woman in the Apocalypse put

on Miss Stanhope's face and laughing caused me to

defile myself with much pain which when I woke up

I discovered and was frightened and astonished

because since Harry Bummer in Northern Territory I

thought I could not defile myself and then I could

not either be frightened or ashamed. (236-37)

This dream/vision (along with the nocturnal emission),

besides showing a strong link between the two agents of
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evil, has a profound effect on Matty. For the first time in

his life, he experiences elation. The dread and seriousness

of his nature is gone. He sees things differently, he

laughs, he dances. And, most important, for the .first time,

Matty speaks, indeed shouts, without worrying about his vows

of having given up speech. The words he shouts are

significant: "I am a man I could have a son" (237). Matty

here answers the important question of What am I? Having

denied himself and been denied of female companionship

throughout his life, he comes to the realization that this

has kept him from understanding what he is. Hence, the

elation over discovering what he is, that he is a man, that

he could have a son.

It is then that Matty realizes that his journal has

been kept not as evidence to show that he is not mad, but

to be read in later years by the child he is to protect.

Matty identifies this child as his "son," and his last

journal entry is addressed directly to him:

It is difficult my dear, dear boy, to write of

what happened after that because of the

strangeness and greatness. At once the elders

drew me to them. They showed: Now we have

answered your questions we will add to your

information so that it overflows. The cry that

went up to heaven brought you down. Now there is
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a great spirit that shall stand behind the being

of the child you are guarding. (238)

Golding provides one last hint of Matty's origins in

the statement, "The cry that went up to heaven brought you

down." This refers to the murder of Abel, whose blood cried

out unto God (Gen. 4. 10). The spirits show their link to

the first murder, and, by this, their link to Satan, who

"was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the

truth, because there is no truth in him" (John 8. 44).

Matty is the same, for he murdered Henderson. This also

reveals the nature of the great spirit who stands behind the

being of the child Matty is guarding. That spirit is not

Christ, but anti-Christ, i.e., Satan.

The spirits show Matty the answer to his question, What

am I for? The answer: "You are to be a burnt offering"

(238). Matty's destination is to be as his beginning--

flames. This happens as he dies protecting the child. He

foils Sophy's attempt to kidnapp the Arab prince from the

Wandicott School, but in so doing shows himself to be

helping forces of even greater evil than Sophy imagines

herself, for by saving this child from certain death, he

allows the apocalypse to occur.

Matty's sense of loss and inferiority over his scarred

face is also resolved in his visions. The spirits comfort

him by making him feel important enough for them to bear

this scarring of his "spiritual face" (93). Matty becomes
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friends with his visionary spirits. He thanks them in his

final journal entry "for their care of me and hoped for

their continual friendship" (238). These are the very

things Matty has lacked from his beginnings: friendship and

caring.

In his final vision Matty finds healing and a voice.

In this vision, the spirits bring a third being with them,

who resembles Christ in Revelation.

I saw their friend standing between them. He was

dressed all in white and with the circle of the

sun round his head. The red and blue elders took

off their crowns and threw them down and I took

off mine and threw it down. [Here, Matty equates

himself with the spirits, and with the elders who

stand around the throne of God in Revelation]. I

was in great awe of the spirit in white but the

red elder showed: This is the spiritual being who

shall stand behind the child you are guarding.

That child shall bring the spiritual language into

the world and nation shall speak it unto nation.

When I heard this, my head lowered before them I

had such joy for men that the tears fell out of my

eyes on the table. [Matty's self-deception is

moving toward completion here--he is convinced of

the rightness of his mission]. . . . Then the blue

elder showed: There is joy in all the heavens
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today because the like of this meeting has not

been had since the days of Abraham. [Here again,

cf. the Nephilim and judgment being linked to

Sodom and Gomorrah--Gen. 19]. . . . The red spirit

showed: We want nothing but to visit with you and

to rejoice with you since you are one of us.

[Here, the spirits make the connection between

them, the Nephilim, and Matty quite clear). . . .

All this while the white spirit with the

circle of the sun round his head sat across the

table from me and after my first being able to see

him I had not dared to raise my eyes to his face.

.s.*.0I did raise my eyes to his face and the

sword proceeded out of his mouth and struck me

through the heart with a terrible pain so that I

found out later, I fainted and fell forward across

the table. (238)

Matty's visions reach the peak of mystical experience

here. Matty finds union with Christ, the desire of all

mystics (Cleve 457). But this union is yet another

projection of Matty's psyche, and he finds complete healing

in this vision. The being, whom Matty sees as Christ, has a

face--whole, unscarred, perfect. This being represents

Matty's psychological projection and desire to have a face

that is whole.
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The sword that proceeds from the mouth of this being to

pierce Matty's heart is another projection of Matty's. The

similarity to Matty is quite clear; in his 3/10/66 journal

entry, he records that the spirits showed him: "your tongue

was bound so that in the time of the promise which is to

come you shall speak words like a sword going out of your

mouth" (PV 94). Thus, Matty's imagination projects himself

into the person of Christ, whole and speaking words like a

sword proceeding from his mouth.

Matty's envisioning himself among the elders of

Revelation and as Christ is no different from that of

Jocelin, who sees himself as the equal to the prophets and

Christ in The Spire. But just as Jocelin is deceived in

this comparison, so is Matty in his. Matty is also like

Jocelin, in that his visions are projections of deep-seated

psychological longings, and thus provide him with a sense of

identity, purpose, and fulfillment.

Matty's End

In Part Three of the novel, "One Is One," the two

forces for evil, Matty and Sophy, converge. They are able

to converge because of Matty's false call to the ministry

and his chasing after visions. Jocelin's vision created

disaster for his world. Golding hints at an even darker

disaster for Matty's world. Matty protects the child the
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spirits want him to protect, and, as a result, the apocalypse

is free to break forth upon the world.

Also, in the third section of the novel, Matty shows

the diabolical nature of his calling. In a parody of Christ

calling his disciples, Matty attracts followers, Edwin Bell

and Sim Goodchild, to his peculiar, ultimately diabolical

brand of religion. Whereas Christ came to earth as the Word

made flesh, Matty comes to earth as a minister of the

non-word. Christ offers His disciples words of eternal life

(John 6. 68); Matty offers his followers diabolical,

life-destroying silence.

The silence that Matty and his followers seek to

achieve is a mystical, non-Christian release from the

constant noise and Babel-like surroundings of Greenfield.

Ellul writes:

Kierkegaard . . . shows with prophetic vigor

the kind of noise we experience today, whose

importance he had discerned: the racket of the

city, of speed, of politics and revolution, the

racket of the press and of advertising, "urban

chattering and gossip, like a snowy whirlwind"

--all this (and what would he say in our day!)

utterly suffocates the word. (196)

This accurately describes Greenfield. Ellul goes on to

write that the solution to this cacophony is silence, but a

silence in which to hear the true word. Matty's silence is
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diabolical, a silence designed to eliminate the word and

truth, and to move one into the realm of the false vision.

Conclusion

Matty shows that he is not a Christian minister.

Neither is he merely offering silence as another form of

Christianity, as yet another experience to be had among

subjective, experience-based Christians in the twentieth

century. Rather, Matty's ministry is diametrically opposed

to Christianity by its very nature--silence. Matty, to use

Ellul's phrase, humiliates the word through his silence, and

in his silence deceives those who follow him.

"The image-oriented person is a person with no past"

(Ellul 159). Matty demonstrates that he is just that sort

of person. He has cut himself loose from the flow of the

history of God's communication with man by believing that

God has changed His methods of communicating with man. This

is a dangerous thing for a minister to do, and is beyond the

limits of his calling. Yet Matty easily does this because

he is isolated in his own false image of the present, and

therefore cannot clearly judge his experience, his call, his

religion, or his visions. He is like Jocelin in this way;

by chasing after his vision and forsaking the medium of the

word, he becomes dominated by the images he has created and
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in turn accepts these subjective, non-rational images as

truth.

Matty proves to be a false minister, deceived by

himself and by the spirits. He is led away from Scripture

into a strange religion which allows him to be used by

demonic forces to help usher in the apocalypse. In this

deception, Matty shows himself to be an image-oriented

person, incapable of understanding or using language.

Matty's desire to find meaning in life leads him to falsely

pursue the ministerial call as an avenue to meaning. And

his visions quickly remove him from being a minister.

The irony of Matty as a minister is that he finds

fulfillment and purpose for his life outside the confines of

the biblical role of the minister. This fulfillment is not

neutral; it is diabolical, and occurs through the agency of

evil rather than good. Matty is just like Jocelin in this

way: he has a doubtful call that is quickly discarded for

the desire to chase after visions which come from evil

motives rather than good. Victims of over-active

imaginations and scarred psyches, both Jocelin and Matty

long for greatness but find defeat. They fall before the

folly of their visions, exemplifying not the minister of God

from Scripture, but the fool. And the final result of their

lives is the destruction of themselves and their worlds.

Matty's folly as a minister strikes at the very heart

of Christian revelation. The movement from Jocelin in The
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Spire to Matty in Darkness Visible is downward, and Golding

again shows the folly of the minister who seeks to chase

after his own private visions, clearly illustrating the ease

with which Satan can deceive those whose call is to proclaim

God's word once they have loosed themselves from the anchor

of that word to chase after the phantom-like images of their

visions.
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CHAPTER III

RITES OF PASSAGE

"Rites are fundamentally religious, whereas the

biblical revelation is antireligious" (Ellul 265).

Golding uses the journal as a method to record and

reveal the ministers' visions in both The Spire and Darkness

Visible. Rites of Passage is no different. Indeed, since

Darkness Visible, this method of presenting the action in

his novels has been used almost exclusively. The Paper Men

varies from this method only in that it uses first person

narration without being recorded in a journal; this novel

nonetheless reads much like Talbot's journal in Rites of

Passage. Add to this the fact that the action of the novel

concerns the papers of Wilfred Barclay being sought by Rick

Tucker, who wishes to write the "definitive" Barclay

biography, and the connection to the journal is closer

still. Golding's recent work, An Egyptian Journal (1985),

is the journal of the author himself. Golding presents

himself as the character who confesses to his audience

through the vehicle of the journal. Golding's latest work,

Close Quarters (1987), is a sequel to Rites of Passage, and

114
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is written as a second journal by Talbot on his journey to

the Antipodes. And Golding has plans to publish the third

of "three splendid little volumes of Talbot's Voyage or The

Ends of the Earth!" (Quarters 281),, and conclude Talbot's

voyage.

In Rites of Passage, Edmund Talbot is keeping a journal

for his "Honoured godfather," recording his impressions of

his voyage to Australia, which occurs around 1812 or 1813

(Baker 161), during the height of.the Napoleonic wars.

Talbot is en route to Australia to occupy a minor political

post and begin his climb--Talbot states his "ambition is

boundless" (Rites 10)--up the political and social ladders

in the British class system.

It is, of course, to his evaluation of his

godfather's character that we owe Talbot's

attitudes and manner of expression. Through

Talbot we discern the figure of an aging,

gout-ridden man-of-the-world with a turn for

literature as well as for the ladies, who shares

Talbot's easy condescension toward religion and

the clergy. (Nelson 188)

Edmund Talbot, ostensibly the main character of the

novel, soon encounters the Reverend Robert James Colley, who

becomes the actual focus of the novel. Talbot writes of his

journal that, "I found on looking back through it, [the

journal] had insensibly turned to the record of a
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drama--Colley's drama" (Rites 264). Colley, a parson in

the Anglican Church, is bound for Australia to begin a new

ministerial career there, and his life and death on board

ship become the center of the novel's action.

Golding uses the literary device of a journal within a

journal in Rites of Passage to reveal the call and visions

of Parson Colley. Colley's letter to his sister in England

ultimately becomes a journal of his experiences on board,

and is included by Talbot in his journal after Colley's

death, so that Talbot's "Honoured godfather" may truly know

all that has transpired on this sea voyage.

What transpires is that Parson Colley literally dies of

shame. Talbot writes late in his journal, "In the not too

ample volume of man's knowledge of Man, let this sentence be

inserted. Men can die of shame" (278). Golding has stated

in an interview that Rites of Passage is based on an

historical incident and that the novel is an attempt to

"invent circumstances in which it was possible for a man to

die of shame, you see?" (Baker 132).

Colley's death from shame occurs after he disgraces

himself before the passengers and crew. This is merely the

visible evidence of his shame; what happens in secret is the

true cause of his death. Talbot is unaware of this until

the parson has been buried at sea, and then he learns of it,

not through the inquiry of the ship's captain and officers,

but through overhearing a chance remark by one of the women
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on board. What caused Colley's shame and death was that he,

while in a drunken stupor, had committed a homosexual act

with one of the sailors. Upon regaining his senses and

sobriety, Colley retreated to his cabin, laid hold of a

ring-bolt in the wall, and willed himself to death (Rites

153).

Initially, Talbot (along with the others on board) has

nothing but disgust for the parson, and he records this with

great acerbity in his journal. Any number of passages

present Talbot's attitude toward Colley and organized

religion. One such example of this attitude appears in

Talbot's description of Colley's ritual procession before

the passengers at a Sabbath service:

. . . [T]here entered to us--we standing in

respect--five feet nothing of parson complete with

surplice, cap of maintenance perched on a round

wig, long gown, boots with iron-shod heels--

together with a mingled air of diffidence, piety,

triumph and complacency. . . . [T]his Colley has

been dealt with by Nature with the utmost economy.

Nature has pitched--no, the verb is too active.

Well then, on some corner of Time's beach, or on

the muddy rim of one of her more insignificant

rivulets, there have been washed together casually

and indifferently a number of the features that

Nature had tossed away as of no use to any of her
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creations. Some vital spark that might have gone

to the animation of a sheep assumed the

collection. The result is this fledgling of the

church. (66-67)

Talbot is (to his own mind) fully the Enlightenment

man, the clear-thinking rationalist who supposes that he

judges nothing other than by rational observation. (Colley,

on the other hand, is a romantic; this will be examined in

detail later in the chapter.) Hence, Talbot believes his

characterization is not only a piece of "fine writing" (67),

but also an accurate assessment of the oafish parson, based

solely on physical appearances.

However, part of the dark, ironic humor of Rites of

Passage arises from the obvious inability of Talbot to make

rational and unbiased observations. He claims that he will

"conceal nothing" (11) in his journal, and will record

important events on board ship; yet his record is

exceedingly self-centered, concentrating on his opinions and

ruminations to the point of tedium; and Talbot himself is

notably absent from those very events that deserve his

attention. The reason for his absence is his infatuation

with Miss Zenobia Brocklebank, "the ship's doxy" (Tiger

219), whom he ardently wishes to seduce. In fact, he

becomes so ardent in his pursuit that he eventually rapes

her in his cabin as the other passengers are involved in a

bizarre rite de passage on deck.
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But Talbot is not only unreliable through his absence;

he is unreliable through his ignorance. And here Golding

makes a telling argument against the headstrong rationalism

of the Enlightenment. Talbot supposedly judges only what

can be observed. About Colley he states, in a conversation

with Summers:

"The man has stepped out of his station

without any merit to support the elevation."

"I do not see how his conduct can be traced

to his original for we do not know what it was."

"Come. It appears in his physique, his

speech and above all in what I can only call his

habit of subordination. I swear he has got out of

the peasantry by a kind of greasy obsequiousness."

(126)

Since Colley's appearance suggests that he might be a

lower-class country rube who somehow has been elevated above

his station in life to the gentry class, Talbot concludes

that this must be the case.

However, after Colley's death, when Talbot discovers in

the parson's letter/journal to his sister that Colley was of

a higher station than he at first assumed, he errs in the

opposite direction and assumes more about Colley's character

than he can possibly know. But again, Talbot judges on

appearances, based now only on what can be deduced from

Colley's journal.
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In Rites of Passage, the reader is never given an

objective view of events. "The nature of Talbot's journal,

his conceptions and those of his audience, make the journal

a distorted mirror indeed in which we must seek the meaning

of the narrative" (Nelson 188). Golding has deliberately

veiled everything in a shroud of mystery, and the reader is

left to determine on his own the true nature of events that

occurred on board this ship bound for the other side of the

world.

A Metaphor of Enlightenment Europe

By locating the ship's sea voyage in the 19th

century--with its pervasive themes of hierarchical

rank, social privilege, snobbery, true and sham

gentility--Golding is able to investigate such

subjects as justice, moral responsibility, social

class, and the uses and abuses of authority. The

stratified world of his ship serves as a

microcosm, encapsulating as it does a whole

society. (Tiger 219)

With the unreliable rationalist narrator, Talbot, and

the visionary romantic Colley, Golding personifies two

dominant strains of thought in the early nineteenth century.

"He [Golding] uses every device of style from the Augustan

writing of Talbot to the Romantic effusions of Colley"
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(Sinclair 179). The disparate interests of these two

philosophies are easily noticed: Talbot narrowly focuses on

the social and political machinations on board; Colley shows

a broader inclination for the mysterious aspects of nature.

Talbot's unreliability as a narrator and his

despicableness as a character, it soon becomes evident, are

the necessary results of his rationalistic view of life.

Talbot is too fatuous and self-centered to understand the

numinous aspects of life; and he is of course blind to this

shortcoming.

Indeed, Talbot is less capable of seeing the mysterious

bridges between the physical and spiritual realms of life

than is Sammy Mountjoy in Free Fall. Sammy, to his credit,

attempts to find the bridges, and failing to find one,

declares, "There is no bridge" (253). Talbot, so typical of

a smug Enlightenment rationalist, reverses the process and

presupposes that there is no bridge, then having made this

decision, naturally does not bother to look for one. As a

result, he is blind to the spiritual depth and intrigue of

life. One hears echoes in Talbot's journal of the

Pharisees' rhetorical question to Christ, "Are we blind

also?" (John 9. 40).

And, much like the Pharisees who denied their

blindness, Talbot denies the existence of the "bridges" in

the face of a vast body of evidence to the contrary.

Throughout the novel, there is much discussion of
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superstition and mystery, and religious rites, both pagan

and Christian. Talbot, ever the Rationalist, dismisses

these rites as meaningless "Mumbo Jumbo" (Rites 21), or is

absent from participating in them.

This is part of Golding's thematic strategy in Rites of

Passage: to show the inadequacy and inability of such a

close-minded rationalism to understand and adequately report

on the mysterious in life. Talbot, representative of the

Enlightenment disgust for and disbelief in non-rational

areas of life, centers his disgust on the Church,

personified in Parson Colley. And the shipboard society

(the "wooden world" can be seen as a miniature of the world

at large) is, for the most part, in ready agreement with

Talbot's opinion regarding the Church and clergy.

Talbot and this shipboard society reflect a culture

gone insane from this rationalistic view of life. As with

the house that was swept clean of demons (cf. Luke 11.

14-26), only to be ransacked by seven others more wicked

than the first, so is the rationalist society of the ship so

much worse for its rejection of Christianity. They have

repudiated the authority and ritual of the Church, only to

replace them with authority and rituals far worse. This

wooden world is utterly pagan, and finds itself capable of

anything.

The ship's crew and passengers are a society steeped in

utter superstition, pagan ritual, and disregard for
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humanity. The rituals of the crew--shooting the sun, for

example--are viewed by Talbot with as much haughty contempt

as the rituals of the Church. However, this same spirit of

superstition and ritual displays itself in the class system

(again, represented in miniature on the ship), and Talbot is

one of the guiltiest perpetrators, with his non-rational

supposition that class ennobles one's virtue, that one is

morally better or worse depending upon his placement on the

social ladder. Talbot evidences this when he expresses

shock at Miss Granham's and Mr. Prettiman's egalitarian

views and their willingness to walk among the lower classes

on deck (273-74).

But this society is less to blame for its reversion to

paganism and a closed rationalism than the Church the parson

represents. Indeed, the Church has led the world to this

destination. Ellul writes that it was in the Church that

material reality overpowered truth, and the image (of the

material) humiliated the word (of truth). As a result:

This world closes in on itself, denying the

possibility of another opening that is

specifically maintained by the word. . ..

Secularization was born of and in the Church.

. . . And all the laity, materialists and

realists, who will follow only carry on what

begins at this point. (Ellul 190-91)
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The shipboard society can so easily repudiate the

authority of the Church because the Church has repudiated

its role in society, i.e., to point to the bridge between

the physical and the spiritual by means of the proclamation

of the Word of God.

Colley's attitude accurately reflects the shirking of

this responsibility by the Anglican Church of his day. In

fact, the Church that Colley represents as a parson is

essentially the same as the corrupt body which Jocelin

represents in The Spire--a corrupt, ritualistic system of

dead works, an oppressive parody of the true Church. It is

no wonder that the passengers and crew of the ship are so

eager to do away with even the least hint of a controlling

influence of Colley's Church.

In choosing the moment of conflict between

the enlightened eighteenth century and the

darkening glass of romanticism, Golding has chosen

yet another important moment of historical

transition, a moment of change-over such as he had

built into his earlier historical novels.

(Crompton 140-41)

One could argue that Rites of Passage is a parable of

late Enlightenment Europe, a continent nearly destroyed

through years of war and corruption as a result of the

Church's failure to act as a leavening agent for good in
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society. Rather, that leaven became the "leaven of the

Pharisees" (Luke 12. 1).

Colley's Call

Colley states in his letter, "My first duty must be, of

course (after those of my calling) to make myself known to

our gallant captain" (Rites 186-87). With Parson Colley,

the reader sees him already established in his calling and

partaking in a journey to Australia.

Parson Colley is the only one of Golding's three

ministers who treats his calling as a profession, or at

least states that it is this. Jocelin sees himself as being

chosen by the Holy Spirit, and his call blends with his

vision to such an extent that it takes on overtones of being

a mission. Matty seeks a purpose in his life and finds it

after creating his call and undergoing his bizarre

self-baptism. None of the struggles or doubts that Matty

encounters, nor even some of the later questioning of his

calling by Jocelin, is evident in Colley. He is a minister,

first and foremost, and never has a doubt about it.

Yet it is perhaps because of this sense of certainty

about his call that Colley proves to be an even more inept

minister than Jocelin or Matty. Sinclair writes, "The

parson Colley is another of Golding's flawed messengers of

grace" (178). The progression from Jocelin to Matty is
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downward; that is, they move further from the true call of

the minister. This movement is taken even further downward

with Colley, who fails utterly as a minister.

Indications of this failure abound. One wonders why

this parson is traveling to Australia. Colley writes that

he is "a clergyman, bound for an honourable if humble

situation at the Antipodes" (199). "We are aboard a

converted British war ship whose passengers are bound for

Australia, long the dumping-ground for criminals, bankrupts,

and assorted undesirables" (Tiger 218). This, coupled with

the fact that at the time Australia was little more than a

land much like Texas once was (that is, a place to flee a

bad past best forgotten) raises questions about the

"situation" of the Parson.

Colley's journal reveals little about his reasons for

traveling to Australia; however, this silence itself causes

one to question his reasons for his journey. His journal

begins in mid-sentence, "so I have drawn a veil over what

have been the most trying and unedifying of my experiences"

(Rites 186). The reader is left to surmise what these

trying and unedifying circumstances are, and whether Colley

is referring to something that happened on board the ship,

or if these circumstances are perhaps part of the reason for

his traveling to Australia. More than likely he refers to

something that happened before he boarded the ship, because
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he then goes on to describe his very first encounter with

one of the crew.

But now I am sufficiently recovered from my nausea

to be able to hold a pen, I cannot refrain from

harking back for a moment to my first appearance

on the vessel. Having escaped the clutches of the

hordes of nameless creatures on the foreshore and

having been conveyed out to our noble vessel in a

most expensive manner; having then been lifted to

the deck in a kind of sling--somewhat like but

more elaborate than the swing that hung from the

beech beyond the styes--I found myself facing a

young officer who carried a spyglass under his

arm.

Instead of addressing me as one gentleman

ought to address another he turned to one of his

fellows and made the following observation.

"Oh G--, a parson," That will send old

Rumble-guts flying into the foretop!" (186)

He then explains that this was "but a sample of what I

was to suffer" (186). In this sentence, Colley reveals the

first hint of a persecution complex that ultimately develops

into his first vision. He wishes to remedy the supposed

disrespect the officer has shown him by making himself known

to the captain as soon as possible (186-87).
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It becomes evident from his actions that he is not

interested in proclaiming the gospel, which (as has been

pointed out) remains the first duty of any minister.

Rather, Colley's attitudes and actions aboard ship

demonstrate the kind of minister he truly is. He shows

himself to be as much a product of his culture as Talbot and

the others aboard.

Indeed, Colley and Talbot are strikingly similar;

Golding makes the parallels obvious. They occupy similar

quarters, directly across from one another--Talbot, upon

visiting Colley's room, finds it "a mirror image of mine"

(137). And just as Talbot has "the ubiquitous Wheeler" for

his servant, so Colley is served by Philips.

But it is not merely surface similarities between the

two characters that Golding presents to the reader. Talbot

and Colley become intricately entwined with each other, much

like the captain's garland plants become entangled with

their bamboo supports (159). Both are ritualists--one

social and political, the other social and religious.

Talbot judges by appearances; so does Colley. He judges

Talbot to be a "true gentleman" based on his manner and

speech (and the fact that he defends Colley, be it ever so

slightly, before others), and would deign call him "Friend"

(207).

Class recognition is as important to Colley as it is to

Talbot, perhaps even more so, and this greatly shapes his
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view of what he believes a minister is to be. He disdains

the lower classes of society, the "nameless creatures" he

met on shore before boarding ship, and he refers to the

passengers in the forequarters of the ship as "the other

inferior sort of passenger--the emigrants and so forth"

(188). He would grudgingly move among them as a minister.

Conversly, Colley obsequiously desires to make an impression

on Talbot, to win his friendship, as well as to gain the

approval of the other passengers of social rank. And of the

captain, he wishes to gain his respect, possibly his

admiration, however grudgingly he gains it.

In fact, this pathetic struggle to gain the captain's

respect is what brings about Colley's continued humiliation.

But Colley sees this humiliation as brought about not by his

own foolish mistakes and failure to recognize the authority

of the captain aboard his ship, but by a supposed plot of

the captain and the others against his person and against

the Church he claims to represent. This mistaken view of

reality--stemming from a persecution complex, an over-active

imagination, and quite possibly a guilty conscience from an

incident prior to his journey to the Antipodes--leads to his

visions.
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Colley's Visions

Like Jocelin and Matty, Parson Colley is a man prone to

visions, and these visions fill his writing. Colley's

visions are two-fold, and relate directly to his beliefs

about his call and the role of the minister in society. The

first vision, as has been stated, stems from Colley's

persecution complex. Colley imagines Captain Anderson's

harsh treatment of him to be unjust religious persecution.

Colley's second vision, stems from his Romantic beliefs and

his muddled perceptions of romantic beauty, as well as his

pathetic misunderstanding of Christian love.

Golding prepares the reader for Colley's wild-eyed

romantic visions by first introducing the "visions" of

Talbot. These visions run counter to his allegedly

cool-headed, even-handed rationalism and clearly contradict

his claims of being a rationalist.

Talbot's first "vision" occurs when he has a kind of

intuitive leap regarding the idea of a ship and the nature

of sea travel:

Comprehension of this vast engine is not to be

come at gradually nor by poring over diagrams in

Marine Dictionaries! It comes, when it comes, at

a bound. In that semi-darkness between one wave

and the next I found the ship and the sea

comprehensible not merely in terms of her
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mechanical ingenuity but as a--a what? As a

steed, a conveyance, a means working to an end.

This was a pleasure that I had not anticipated.

It was, I thought with perhaps a touch of

complacency, quite an addition to my

understanding! (16)

Talbot's second "vision" occurs as he contemplates a

rendezvous with Miss Zenobia, determining where and how this

encounter can happen aboard a crowded ship.

It has come to me in a flash! One's intelligence

may march about and about a problem but the

solution does not come gradually into view. One

moment it is not. The next, and it is there. If

you cannot alter the place all that is left to

alter is the time! (85)

Soon after this, Talbot rapes Zenobia in his cabin as Colley

is being humiliated overhead.

The immediacy and intuitive nature of Talbot's

understanding in both instances reveals that he is nothing

less than a visionary. He employs visionary language--

comprehending the situations in a "bound" and a "flash."

Indeed, one of the clearest similarities between Talbot and

Colley is that they are both visionaries--one rationalist,

one romantic.

Like Jocelin and Matty, Colley allows his visions to

quickly draw him away from the primary duty of any minister,
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i.e., the proclamation of the gospel. As a result of these

visions, Colley moves away from performing the true

ministerial duties of his calling in order to pursue

irrationally these visions, these personal misperceptions of

reality.

As in The Spire and in Darkness Visible, the visions of

the minister in Rites of Passage have a religious vocabulary

with a veneer of religious content. Colley readily couches

his visions in biblical language, just as Jocelin and Matty

do. This is to be expected. Yet, once again, the

ministerial visions are clearly and solely personal "mental

images presented by the imagination." There is no question

that Parson Colley's visions come from within the man and

are nothing more than projections of the deep emotional and

psychological needs of the man.

With Colley, there is not even the ambiguity that the

visions may possibly come from an external source, be it a

dubious ascetic mysticism (as with Jocelin) or visitation

from demonic spirits (as with Matty). This is not to say

that the visions of Jocelin and Matty are of a different

order than Colley's; it is merely to recognize that Golding

uses a certain amount of ambiguity in language and setting

in presenting these visions. With Colley, the ambiguity is

gone. And in this way, Golding presents the further

progress of the ministers away from their true calling.
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Colley is a man given to romantic flights of fancy, or

"fantasy" (197) as he calls it, and suffers from an

over-active imagination. In his journal, he continually

slips into reveries, daydreams and fantasies. For example,

upon spying a sail of a ship appear over the horizon, he

imagines it to be a French war vessel attacking the ship.

Dare I confess to you that as the strange sail

sank below the horizon--she had never appeared

wholly above it--I caught myself day-dreaming that

she had attacked us and that I had performed some

deed of daring not, indeed, fitted for an ordained

minister of the Church but even as when a boy, I

dreamed sometimes of winning fame and fortune at

the side of England's Herol The sin was venial

and quickly acknowledged and repented. (187-88)

Colley's musings read like the narrator in one of Poe's

Gothic tales:

When I remember that some action of the enemy, or,

even more appalling, some act of Nature may break

or twist them [the ship's masts] off as you might

twist the leaves off a carrot, I fall into a kind

of terror. Indeed it was not a terror for my own

safety! It was, it is, a terror at the majesty of

this huge engine of war, then by a curious

extension of the feeling, a kind of awe at the

nature of the beings whose joy and duty it is to
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control such an invention in the service of their

GOD and the King. (189)

And:

[T]he strangeness of our surroundings, .the

weakness consequent on my prolonged nausea and a

natural diffidence that has led me too readily to

shrink into mjy shell has produced in me something

not unlike a temporary disordering of the

intellect. I found myself thinking of a seabird

crying as one of those lost souls to whom I have

alluded! I thanked GOD humbly that I had been

allowed to detect this fantasy in myself before it

became a belief. (195)

The allusion to the lonely seabird is but one of

several made by the parson to Coleridge's "Rime of the

Ancient Mariner," thereby strengthening his connection to

the Romantic temperament of his time. Indeed, Colley's

visions (particularly his second vision) ultimately are

nothing more than his Romantic fantasies taken to their

logical extreme. Colley has no sooner finished relating one

of his fantasies than he goes off to visit the captain, and

from this first meeting springs his first vision.

Colley's language further emphasizes his visionary

personality. Throughout his journal, he uses, almost

exclusively, the phrase "I saw" to explain his understanding

of a situation; this coincides with Talbot's visionary
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language, noted earlier in this chapter. Colley's word

choice in recording his visions is important, for it reveals

his visually-oriented temperament.

Colley's First Vision

Colley's first vision relates to his persecution

complex, his belief that Captain Anderson is directly

attacking his vocation and, by extension, the Church of

England. However, Colley becomes the object of Anderson's

wrath mainly through his ignorance, through his failure to

read the captain's Standing Orders. But this wrath he

quickly interprets as persecution.

. . .PI am deeply suspicious that the surliness of

the captain towards me is not to be explained so

readily. Is it perhaps sectarianism? If so, as a

humble servant of the Church of England--the

Catholic Church of England--which spreads its arms

so wide in the charitable embrace of sinners, I

cannot but deplore such divisive stubbornness! Or

if it is not sectarianism but a social contempt,

the situation is as serious--nay, almost as

serious! I am a clergyman, bound for an

honourable if humble situation at the Antipodes.

The captain has no more business to look big on

me--and indeed less business--than the canons of
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the Close or those clergy I have met twice at my

Lord Bishop's table! (199)

Colley is paranoid; this paranoia, along with his

persecution complex, may stem from the same incident(s) that

caused him to leave for Australia. A possible clue appears

in his journal, "You remember my old diffidence at

approaching the face of Authority and will feel for me!"

(196). Regardless of its origins, his paranoia allows him

to fantasize that Captain Anderson is directly persecuting

him.

However, Captain Anderson's "attack" on Colley is no

more than the necessary exercise of his command aboard his

ship. Furthermore, as the captain says to Colley, "You was

put aboard this ship without a note to me. There is more

courtesy shown me about a bale or a keg, sir" (201). Colley

fails to grasp this important point of nautical protocol,

and he has no logical reason for assuming that the captain

is attacking him. But then, ever the Romantic, Colley could

not be accused of being bound by logic and reason, any more

than one could accuse Talbot of this.

Colley, nearly delirious with an exaggerated Romantic

sense of adolescent terror, imagines that he is being

persecuted by Captain Anderson, and in response to this

sense of terror, his vision of persecution takes its

clearest shape:
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Ijsaw [emphasis added] it all now. Like my

poor young friend Josh--you remember Josh--Captain

Anderson was mad. Josh was always well enough in

his wits except when frogs were in question. Then

his mania was clear for all to hear, and later,

alas, for all to see. Now here was Captain

Anderson, well enough for the most part, but by

some unfortunate chance fixing on me in his mania

for an object to be humiliated--as indeed I was.

I could do nothing but humour him for there was,

mad or no, that in his enraged demeanour which

convinced me he was capable of carrying out at

least some of his threats. (202)

Parson Colley clearly "sees" that the captain is mad,

when in reality the captain has only expressed his fiery

anger toward a bumbling passenger who is interfering with

the smooth and safe operation of his vessel. Colley is

ignorant of the rules of the sea, and the logic behind them.

As Talbot writes in his journal, "a ship of war is an

ignoble despotism!" (30). And Summers makes clear, in

conversation with Talbot, the necessity of such a state of

affairs:

"The captain's Standing Orders would seem to

you as brusque as he is, sir. But the fact is

they are wholly necessary. Those applying to
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passengers lie under the same necessity, the same

urgency, as the rest. . ..

"You have not seen a ship at a moment of

crisis, sir. A ship may be taken flat aback and

sunk all in a few moments. Ignorant passengers,

stumbling in the way, delaying a necessary order

or making it inaudible--" (135)

Only in retrospect does Colley come close to admitting

this. He writes:

Now I did remember too that during the convulsions

of my sickness Phillips had talked to me about

Orders and even the captain's Orders; but only

those who have suffered as I can understand how

slight an impression the words had made on my

fainting spirits. But here they were. It was

unfortunate, to say the least. I had, by the most

severe standards, been remiss. . . . I saw now

what a hideous situation I was in. . . . My fault

was quite inadvertent but none the less real.

(203-04)

Colley irrationally and immediately assigns the worst

possible motives to the captain while, at the same time,

absolving himself of any wrong (thus exposing his

self-righteous hypocrisy) by passing off his actions as "an

ignorance natural in a gentleman who had never been to sea

before" (199). Yet in spite of his (albeit grudging)
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willingness to admit his error in approaching the captain,

Colley immediately repeats his mistake in an attempt to

apologize to the captain. This further infuriates the

captain, and in this outburst, Captain Anderson reveals that

the origins of his anger are not sectarian but rather

concern the operation of the ship. Colley recounts the

incident in his journal as follows:

I approached the captain's back and waited for him

to turn.

Captain Anderson walked through me!

I could almost wish that he had in truth done

so--yet the hyperbole is not inapt. . . . He

struck me on the shoulder with his swinging arm

and then his chest struck me in the face so that I

went reeling and ended by measuring my length on

the white-scrubbed planking of the deck! .

"Get up, sir! Get up at once! Is there no

end to your impertinent folly?"

I was scrabbling on the deck for my hat and

wig. I had little enough breath for a rejoinder.

"Captain Anderson--you asked me--"

"I asked nothing of you, sir. I gave you an

order."

"My apology--"
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"I did not ask for an apology. We are not on

land but at sea. Your apology is a matter of

indifference to me--"

"Nevertheless--"

There was, I thought, and indeed was frighted

by the thought, a kind of stare in his eyes, a

suffusion of the blood in all his countenance that

made me believe he might well assault me

physically. One of his fists was raised and I own

that I crouched away a few steps without replying.

But then he struck the fist into the other palm.

"Am I to be outfaced again and again on my

own deck by every ignorant landsman who cares to

walk there? Am I? Tell me, sir!"

"My apology--was intended--"

"I am more concerned with your person, sir,

which is more apparent to me than your mind and

which has formed the habit of being in the wrong

place at the wrong time." (205-06)

Nowhere in this encounter does the captain make

reference to Colley's being a minister, nor does he mention

religion at all. It is the safe, undisturbed command of his

vessel that causes the captain to order Colley, and all

others, off the quarterdeck.

Beyond the safe operation of his vessel, there is a

secondary reason for Anderson's outburst against Colley.
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The degree of his violent reaction to Colley is not, as

Colley supposes, (i.e., sectarianism or atheism, or any

other religious reason). Rather, Captain Anderson's

authority had been questioned once before by another

passenger, and the captain has had to defer to this person

out of a sense of political expediency. In a certain sense,

Colley's humiliation by the Captain rests at Talbot's feet.

Summers tells Talbot:

"Had you not in a bold and thoughtless way

outfaced our captain on his own quarterdeck--had

you not made use of your rank and prospects and

connections to strike a blow at the very

foundations of his authority, all this might not

have happened. He is brusque and he detests the

clergy, he makes no secret of it. But had you not

acted as you did at that time, he would never in

the very next few minutes crushed Colley with his

anger and continued to humiliate him because he

could not humiliate you." (134)

And yet, upon recollection, Colley concludes:

However I turned the thing over and over, I

syaw [emphasis added] one thing clearly enough. As

soon as I saw it I came near to falling into a

panic all over again. There was--there is no

doubt--I am the object of a particular animosity

on the part of the captain! It was with a thrill
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of something approaching terror that I had

re-created in my imagination that moment when he

had, as I expressed it, "walked through me." For

I saw now that it was not an accident. . . . I

knew, or my person knew, by some extraordinary

faculty, that Captain Anderson had deliberately

struck me down! He is an enemy to religion--it

can only be that! Oh what a spotted soul! (207)

Thus, Colley's first vision is built around his

unfounded notions of persecution from an easily angered, and

previously "outfaced" captain, looking for a scapegoat for

his anger and frustration. Colley translates this anger

into a spiritual battle. He sees that the captain had meant

to attack him for religious reasons; he sees this as clearly

as Jocelin had seen the lines of the spire extending above

the cathedral, and as clearly as Matty had seen his spirits

standing before him. It is a vision as much as the other

ministers' visions.

Colley's Response to His First Vision

Jocelin and Matty are moved to forsake the ministerial

call to chase after their visions; so is Parson Colley.

Colley is not moved to build, nor to give up speech or

perform bizarre rituals. Nevertheless, he is moved to act.
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Ellul writes, "Images both permit and condition my action;

they are always imperative" (7).

The same could be said about the ministers' visions;

they "permit and condition" the ministers' movement away

from the ministerial call, and the visions are allowed to

become imperative, forcing action from the visionary. The

vision causes action; the action moves the minister away

from his call. Parson Colley's action is to react against

this so-called religious attack by the captain. His seeing

that he has been attacked moves him to right this alleged

wrong. Colley is fighting to regain his lost sense of

honor, even manhood (Rites 203). This struggle is seen by

Colley as a religious, spiritual struggle; therefore, the

struggle is bathed in religious language.

Parson Colley's response to his first vision, to the

captain's "attack" upon him, is similar to that of many

present-day ministers who, upon being attacked by others for

any number of legitimate reasons, see themselves as martyrs

and "persecuted for righteousness' sake" (Matt. 5. 10). But

such a response to this so-called "persecution" is

inappropriate. The minister is not enduring true

persecution, but the natural consequences which follow in

the wake of his foolishness; neither is it "for

righteousness' sake," for these foolish and often sinful

acts can hardly be called righteous. Second, the minister
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is misinterpreting Scripture to bolster his illegitimate,

unrighteous position which results from his folly.

Parson Colley is fit for Apostle Peter's words: "For

what glory is it, if, when ye be buffeted for your faults,

ye shall take it patiently?" (1 Pet. 2. 20). Peter further

writes:

If ye be reproached for the name of Christ, happy

are ye; for the spirit of glory and of God resteth

upon you. . . . But let none of you suffer as a

murderer, or as a thief, or as a busybody in other

men's matters. (1 Pet. 4. 14-15).

Colley is not a murderer or a thief, but he is

certainly a busybody who does not know his place on board a

warship. Colley even goes so far in his persecution vision

as to see himself not only suffering for Christ's sake, but

suffering as Christ suffered. He writes:

It is true I had been foolish and was perhaps an

object of scorn and amusement to the officers and

the other gentlemen with the exception of Mr.

Talbot. But then--and I said this in all humility

--so would my Master bave been! [emphasis added]

At that I began to understand that the situation,

harsh and unjust as it might seem, was a lesson to

me. He puts down the mighty and exalteth the

humble and meek. Humble I was of necessity before

all the brutal powers which are inherent in
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absolute command. Meek, therefore, it behoved me

to be. (Rites 208)

In this way, Colley commits the same sin of pride and

folly as Jocelin and Matty by seeing himself as a

Christ-figure. And, like Jocelin, .Colley places himself in

the company of the saints and martyrs. "Can it be like THY

saints of old (particularly Saint Augustine) I am addressing

THEE, 0 MOST MERCIFUL SAVIOUR?" (208).

Colley's response to his first vision also clearly

illustrates his beliefs about the role of the minister in

society. In short, Colley seeks to respond in kind, "to

return evil for evil" (Rom. 12. 17), or to use Ellul's idea,

Colley faces power with power (Ellul 185). It has been

stated earlier that Colley is a representative of the same

sort of Church that Jocelin is, and that Church is an

institution of power based on images. Ellul writes:

The cathedrals were erected to the glory of God,

certainly; but they attested the indisputable

power of the Church. These images are associated

with the determination of the princes of the

Church to dominate society. Their aim is no

longer to serve and bear witness to the crucified

Savior, the Savior of the poor, but to model

society according to principles and ideas based on

a philosophy drawn from a synthesis of the gospel.

They have a desire to dominate and conquer. They
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are concerned with efficacy--not to draw people to

the compassionate Savior, but to cause them to

obey God's and the Church's commandments. This

efficacy neatly parallels the ecclesiastical

institution's triumph. (189)

This passage also neatly parallels Colley's response to

Captain Anderson. Colley would pit the power of the

Anglican Church, "the Catholic Church of England--which

spreads its arms so wide in the charitable embrace of

sinners" (Rites 199),, against the power of the captain's

command on his ship. This power is found in images (Ellul

189-90). The struggle, to Colley, becomes one of

"antagonism between Caesar and Christ" (Sinclair 178). And

Colley would show the Church's power by appearing in the

uniform of the Church. Colley writes:

I saw at once that I had deceived myself entirely

if I supposed that appearing in shirt and breeches

and in this guise I should exert the authority

inhering in my profession. Nay--are these not of

all people those who judge a man by his uniform?

My "uniform," as I must in all humility must call

it, must be sober black with the pure whiteness of

bleached linen and bleached hair, the adornments

of the Spiritual Man. To the officers and people

of this ship, a clergyman without his bands and
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wig would be of no more account than a beggar.

(Rites 225)

Having once appeared before some of the crew in less

than his "uniform" (which foreshadows Colley's later

humiliation in the "badger bag" ritual), Colley thinks back

to the advice given him by a "saintly divine" upon the

occasion of Colley's ordination: "Avoid scrupulosity,

Colley, and always present a decent appearance" (226). The

Church's role, as Colley sees it, is to present a decent

appearance to society, and thereby make society itself

decent. But Colley's failure shows the folly of such a

program for the Church to follow. The Church and its

ministers are called to a higher calling than mere decency

of appearances; indeed, the Church is called to question all

appearances into question, showing them to be false and

hence to call sinners to truth. But Colley and the Church

of England of his time are so enmeshed in the world's net,

trapped within the culture that surrounds them, that they

cannot free themselves from the status quo. Rather, they

seek to maintain this through power.

After being humiliated in the "badger bag" ritual,

Colley goes before the Captain dressed in his robes of

office, to make an impressive show of the Church's power.

Colley believes that more has happened than he himself being

humiliated; he believes that Christ has been offended.
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Yet there remains the insult offered not to

me, but through me to ONE whose NAME is often in

their mouths though seldom, I fear, in their

thoughts! The true insult is to my cloth and

through it to the Great Army of which I am the

last and littlest soldier. MY MASTER HIMSELF has

been insulted and though HE may--as I am persuaded

HE will--forgive it, I have a duty to deliver a

rebuke rather than suffer that in silence!

Not for ourselves, 0 LORD, but for THEE!

(240-41)

Colley by this time has completely lost sight of his

call. He sees his cause as just, calling it "MY MASTER'S

quarrel" (241). Yet, he goes before the captain presenting

an image of power. He admits to as much when he says to the

captain, "I defend MY MASTER'S Honour as you would defend

the King's" (243). By so doing, Colley has traded justice

for power, forfeiting any rightness in his cause, and

exchanging his call for the sake of his vision.

That the captain and crew respect Colley in this garb,

which is yet another example of image-based religion, is

simply a reflection of their being impressed by power. This

is evident when Colley forgives Mr. Cumbershum and Mr.

Deverel, the instigators of his humiliation.

It was no moment at which to admit my own sense of

unworthiness at having appeared before our people
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in a garb that was less than fitting. [Even in

offering forgiveness, Colley weighs power and

appearances.] Indeed, these were the sort of men

who needed a uniform--both one to wear, and one to

look up tol

I spoke up at last.

"I forgive you freely, gentlemen, as I am

enjoined to do by MY MASTER. Go and sin no more."

On that, I shut the cabin door. Outside it,

I heard one of them, Mr. Deverel, I think, give a

low, but prolonged whistle. Then as their steps

receded I heard Mr. Cumbershum speak for the first

time since the interview began.

"I wonder who the d-v-1 his Master is? D'you

think he's in with the d-mned Chaplain to the

Fleet?" (246)

Deverel and Cumbershum only understand power of

institutions--political or military. They have no concept

that Colley has translated these ideas of power to a

spiritual plane through a religious vocabulary. But in

their ignorance they illustrate the fact that power is

always an earthly reality to which the Church has access

only by forfeiting its true nature and purpose.

But again, the Church had led the way for the world in

this shift to visually-based and reality-based power. The
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military and political realms merely respond in kind.

Colley's desire to show the power of the Church to the

Captain has the same source as Jocelin's desire to build his

spire: an image-based religion seeking power in this world.

The spire dominates the cathedral and the people in it;

Colley wishes to have this same sort of power. He sees

Captain Anderson's threatening him as a threat against the

spiritual authority of the Church, and attempts to deflect

the captain's criticisms and discourteous manner by waving

his ministerial cloth in his face. Yet the captain refuses

to bow before it:

"Mr. Colley! Do you wish to subvert all my

officers?"

"Subvert, sir?"

"It was my word, sir!"

There is some mistake--"

"It is yours then, sir. Are you aware of the

powers of a captain is his own ship?"

"They are rightly extensive. But as an

ordained minister--"

"You are a passenger, sir, neither more nor

less. What is more, you are not behaving as

decent as the rest--" (201)

However, in political terms, .Colley is isolated from

his source of authority; he is alone at sea. Golding

presents an appropriate image of this in Colley's letters of
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authority packed in his trunk below deck. They are useless

pieces of paper stowed away--out of sight, out of mind.

Even when he retrieves them, along with his robes of office,

he discovers they are no longer efficacious (to use Ellul's

word). The Church's power has been ignored and repudiated

on board this ship; Colley is on his own. Aboard ship, the

Church, at least as far as the captain, crew, and passengers

are concerned, has no authority.

Yet Colley demands that the Church have its "rightful"

place. He wishes to move freely among all the passengers

and crew, thereby showing the power of the Church to all on

board. The captain says angrily to Colley:

"You will have it all, then."

"I defend MY MASTER'S Honour as you would

defend the King's." (243).

Colley is offering a way for the captain to absolve

himself from the "badger bag" humiliation, thereby

attempting to force a show of the Church's power aboard the

ship. But the captain, along with Mr. Summers, realize more

than Colley the danger in what the parson is demanding: to

move among and conduct a service for the "poor, ignorant

people in the front end of the ship" (244). Colley believes

that merely by appearing in the "ornaments of the Spiritual

Man . . . those garments which my long studies and

ordination enjoin on me" (244) that the people will be

impressed with the visual display of the institution of the
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Church and thereby brought to repentance and conversion.

Colley is foolish indeed, and this foolishness, this

reliance on images and power lead to his ultimate downfall.

On this ship, Colley soon discovers, there is no

rightful place for the Church. The ship is essentially

pagan. Colley himself had earlier admitted, "'This is a

Godless vessel!"' (227). But he fails to understand the

serious ramifications of his exclamation. As noted earlier,

the ship is pagan and Godless by the Church's own doing.

The shackles of its ignored authority have been cast off by

a society refusing to wear them any longer. This society

has turned once already against the Church's minister (the

"badger bag"), and nothing keeps it from turning against him

again. "The vessel itself destroys religious authority and

subverts Colley's own manhood" (Sinclair 178).

One could claim that Golding, in presenting the

downfall of Colley, is asserting that the Church has no

"rightful" place on earth. Christ stated, "My kingdom is

not of this world" (John 18. 36); properly understood, the

Church is outside any political or social structures. But

the Church, (beginning with the fourteenth century and the

shift from word-based belief to image-based religion, as

Ellul writes), lost its understanding of this crucial

difference between the kingdoms of this world and the

kingdom of God and began to imitate and establish earthly

institutions whose sole purpose was the amassing of power.
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Ellul writes in The Subversion of Christianity:

Christianity offers no justification for political

power; on the contrary, it radically questions it.

. . . [Christ's] proclamation: "My kingdom is not

of this world," implies that it is indeed a

kingdom but that it bears no relation to political

kingdoms; our one great concern must be to seek

the kingdom of heaven and ijts righteousness (which

does, of course, come to expression on earth), and

all the rest will then be added to us. Political

action and things that concern the state are

without interest. . . . I believe that the

biblical teaching is clear. It always contests

political power. It incites to "counterpower, " to

"positive" criticism, to an irreducible dialogue

(like that between king and prophet in Israel), to

antistatism, to a decentralizing of the relation,

to an extreme relativizing of everything

political, to an anti-ideology, to a questioning

of all that claims either power or dominion (in

other words, of all things political), and

finally, if we may use a modern term, to a kind of

"anarchism." (113-17)

The Church has no mandate, consent, or command from God

to operate in these realms. In fact, it may be stated, that

when the Church moves into these realms, that of the visual,
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the reality-based institution of power, it ceases to be the

Church and simply becomes another institution of power.

(This is Ellul's major premise in The Subversion of

Christianity). Therefore, Colley's response to his first

vision is as illegitimate and foolish as Jocelin's and

Matty's follies, and shows him to be as much a fool as these

other ministers.

Colley's Second Vision

Colley's first vision relates to power and the Church;

the second vision relates to love and the Church. Colley's

second vision centers on a person, just as his first vision

does, for one could say that in his first vision Colley

personifies his views of Romantic terror in the person of

Captain Anderson. In his second vision, Colley personifies

his views of Romantic beauty in the person of the sailor,

Billy Rogers. In both visions, Colley misunderstands the

nature of the ministerial call and the nature and role of

the Church in society.

Colley offers a clue to this misunderstanding in his

statement, "I must indeed be all things to all men" (Rites

200). Colley is paraphrasing the Apostle Paul's statement,

"Even as I please all men in all things, not seeking mine

own profit, but the profit of many, that they may be saved"

(1 Cor. 10. 33). He erroneously applies this concept to his
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notion of power and the Church. This misinterpretation of

Scripture can be seen in Colley's misappropriation of God's

truth in the physical realm. Yet he also misappropriates

truth in the spiritual realms, and this comes out in his

second vision, whereby he confuses agape love (charity),

with eros, or erotic passion.

His second vision runs parallel with his first; the two

develop side by side, and the parson moves from the one to

the other with relative ease. It was noted earlier that

Colley is given to Romantic flights of fancy, or fantasy.

The first fantasy recorded in his journal ultimately

blossoms into his second vision. He writes:

Dare I confess to you that as the strange sail

sank below the horizon--she had never appeared

wholly above it--I caught myself day-dreaming that

she had attacked us and that I performed some deed

of daring not, indeed, fitted for an ordained

minister of the Church but even as when a boy, I

dreamed sometimes of winning fame and fortune at

the side of England's Hero! The.sin was venial

and quickly acknowledged and repented. Our heroes

surrounded me on all sides and it is to them that

I ought to minister!

Well, then, I could almost wish a battle for

their sakes! They go about their tasks, their

bronzed and manly forms unclothed to the waist,
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their abundant locks gathered in a queue, their

nether garments closely fitted but flared about

the ankles like the nostrils of a stallion. (188)

Colley's admiration for the sailors' physical prowess,

his sense of jealousy for their potential to fulfill one of

his lifelong fantasies, and his description of the sailors'

physiques may at first appear to be, like Talbot's, a piece

of "fine writing." However, there is more to this writing

than an attempt at overwrought description; Colley is

revealing a hidden homosexual desire which eventually

surfaces during the course of the voyage.

Crompton compares the repressed sexuality of Colley

with Jocelin:

In comparison with Golding's other novels,

The Spire seems particularly significant as a

predecessor: . . . Both ship and cathedral seem to

possess an organic life of their own which closely

reflects the sexual dilemma of their protagonists.

Jocelin's lust for Goody Pangall was anticipated

in an early description of the cathedral itself as

a recumbent male figure, arms outstretched, with

the bowels or grosser parts represented by the pit

and the stirring of septic sludge from the

adjacent graveyard, the penis by the phallic

thrust of the spire. Colley's more ambivalent

sexual desires in Rites of Passage are
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appropriately expressed by a ship which is

redolent of sexual energy, but in a seemingly

androgynous form--it possesses traditional female

characteristics in the figurehead and sails which,

when filled with wind, resemble an old lady

lifting her petticoats; yet as well as the sails,

there is the more masculine forward-thrusting

bowsprit. (141-42)

Colley's homosexual desire is first shown toward

Talbot. Colley writes of a visit he paid to Talbot's cabin

while Talbot was unconscious from paregoric to ease a

particularly bad bout with seasickness:

I find myself not as sick as before--I am become a

proper sailor! Mr. Talbot, however, is sick

indeed. . . . I did dare to cross the lobby softly

and knock, but there was no reply. Daring still

further, I lifted the latch and entered. The

young man was asleep, a week's beard on his lips

and chin and cheeks--I scarce dare put down here

the impression his slumbering countenance made on

me--it was the face of the ONE who suffered for us

all--and as I bent over him in some irresistible

compulsion I do not deceive myself but there was

the sweet aroma of holiness itself upon his

breath! I did not think myself worthy of his lips

but pressed my own reverently on the one hand that
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lay outside the coverlet. Such is the power of

goodness that I withdrew as from an altarl (212)

But as the voyage progresses, and Talbot becomes (in

Colley's mind) more distant, Colley's attention shifts and

his desire centers on one sailor in particular--Billy

Rogers. Colley's writing becomes even more florid than

before.

Watching one young fellow in particular, a

narrow-waisted, slim-hipped yet broad-shouldered

Child .f Neptune, I felt that some of what was

malignant in the potion [Colley refers to the

sailors' daily drink of rum] was cancelled by

where and who was concerned with it. For it was

as if these beings, these young men, or some of

them at least and one of them in particular, were

of some giant breed. I called to mind the legend

of Talos, the man of bronze whose artificial frame

was filled with liquid fire. It seemed to me that

such an evidently fiery liquid as the one (it is

rum) which a mistaken benevolence and paternalism

provides for the sea-service was the proper ichor

(this was the blood of the Grecian Gods,

supposedly) for beings of such semi-divinity, of

such truly heroic proportions! . . . There was one

whom I called in my mind my own particular hero.

He had nought but four or five white scratches on
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the left side of his open and amiable countenance

as if like Hercules he had struggled with a wild

beast! (Hercules, you know, was fabled to have

wrestled with the Nemaean Lion.) His feet were

bare and his nether limbs--My young hero I refer

to, rather than the legendary onel His nether

garments clung to his lower limbs as if moulded

there. I was much taken with the manly grace with

which he tossed off his mug of liquor and returned

the empty vessel to the top of the barrel. .

But now, with Mr. Talbot shy of me, I found

myself, in my kingdom of lobby, cabin and waist,

unexpectedly dethroned and a new monarch elevated

there! For this young man of bronze with his

flaming ichor--and as he drank the liquor down it

seemed to me that I heard a furnace roar and with

my inward eye saw the fire burst forth--it seemed

to me with the outer eye that he could be no other

than the king! I abdicated freely and yearned to

kneel before him. My whole heart went out in a

passionate longing to bring this man to OUR

SAVIOUR, first and surely richest fruit of the

harvest I am sent forth to garner! (216-18)

In both the passage about his visit to Talbot's cabin

and his description of Rogers, Colley expresses yet another

aspect of Romantic thought: the belief in man's divinity.
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Colley, like Walt Whitman, can see the face of Christ in his

fellow man. He likens Talbot's appearance to Christ, and he

elevates Billy Rogers to the status of (at the very least)

"semi-divinity." Both men are apotheosized because of

appearances; Colley knows nothing of their thoughts or

intentions. Colley's visually-based desire becomes an

ironic counterpoint on Golding's major theme of the darkness

and savagery of man's heart.

Colley is the first of the three ministers to express

any inclination to proclaim the gospel. But this provides

even more evidence of the downward progression of the

ministers. Colley's interest to proclaim the gospel is

merely another expression of his visually-oriented

personality. Billy Rogers appeals to Colley's outward eye,

and he therefore concludes that Rogers must also appeal to

God, that Rogers would be the first and richest fruit of the

harvest of souls Colley sees himself called to reap. But

Colley is projecting his homosexual desire for Rogers onto

God, and confusing his erotic stirrings with the movement of

divine love. He has mistaken agape with eros.

Colley's visually-oriented personality also causes him

to seek to proclaim the gospel from improper motives. By

imagining that one person is particularly desirable to God

for His kingdom, Colley sets himself up as equal to God,

implying that he knows the mind of God and is able to judge

God's desires and intentions, which no man can ultimately
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know apart from what is revealed in His word. Colley sees

Rogers as an ideal candidate for the kingdom of God based

solely on his appearance, showing that he misunderstands

Scripture, which states, "[F]or the LORD seeth not as man

seeth; for man looketh on the outward appearance, but the

LORD looketh on the heart" (1 Sam. 16. 7).

In this way, Colley is similar to some present-day

evangelists who proclaim the gospel only to the powerful and

beautiful because by so doing they themselves look

impressive. This is nothing more than image-based religion,

and contradicts the message of Scripture which states that

the gospel is declared to the poor and the rich, the

important and the unimportant. God is no respecter of

persons; Colley is. Colley's vision, though in this

instance closely mingled with his ministerial call (at least

superficially), actually draws him away from his true call.

But rather than converting Rogers to Christ, Colley

himself is converted--to Rogers. He calls Rogers his "king"

and abdicates to him, longing to kneel before him. Colley's

language echoes that of Paul's passage about Christ, "That

at the name of Jesus every knee should bow" (Phil. 2. 10).

Colley is replacing Christ with Billy Rogers. This

religious language also becomes ironic foreshadowing of what

occurs when Colley goes to the "poor, ignorant people" to

proclaim the gospel.
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Here then is Colley's second vision: He sees Billy

Rogers as the Romantic ideal of masculine beauty, and

confusing homosexual desire with his ministerial call he

wishes to convert Rogers. Colley seeing with his inward eye

is the language of vision and is his way of recording his

vision. This vision of Rogers as a Romantic ideal is as

much a vision as his first, and is stated even more directly

than the first vision. And like the first vision, Colley's

inward man, his inward eye, sees and knows what he must do.

Colley's Response to His Second Vision

As with his first vision, Colley is moved to action by

his second vision. His response to this vision is at first

infatuation with his "Young Hero" (227), daydreaming and

fantasizing about the sailor. Ultimately, however, he is

moved to act on his desires and fantasies.

After going to the front part of the ship, dressed in

the uniform and ornaments of the Spiritual Man, Colley,

rather than enjoining the passengers and crew there to

partake of the rites of the Church, himself partakes of

their mid-day ritual of drinking rum. He gets drunk, begins

to express endearments to Rogers, and eventually performs

fellatio on the sailor.

The readers learns this through Talbot's journal, for

Colley writes nothing beyond the words leading up to this
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episode. Colley concludes his journal with a re-affirmation

of his understanding of his ministerial call:

All was now to be well.' I saw that little by

little I might set about my work, not merely among

the common people but later, among the officers

and gentry who would not be, could not be now so

insensible to the WORD as had appeared! Why--even

the captain himself had shown some small signs--

and the power of Grace is infinite. . . . Now is

the time; and after due preparation I shall go

forward and rebuke these unruly but truly lovable

children of OUR MAKER! It seemed to me then--it

still seems so--that I was and am consumed by a

great love of all things, the sea, the ship, the

sky, the gentlemen and the people, and of course

OUR REDEEMER above all! Here at last is the

happiest outcome of all my distress and

difficulty! ALL THINGS PRAISE HIMI (Rites 247)

Both visions merge in Colley's final journal entry. He

sees the power of the Church triumphant in this little

world; he sees the opportunity to move unrestrained through

the ship. He also sees the opportunity to go to the "unruly

but truly lovable" sailors and crew. Visionary to the last,

Colley goes out to proclaim his message of a Church of

images, class, and judgment. That he would "rebuke" the

unconverted passengers for their pagan actions shows his
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complete misunderstanding of the nature of man and "the

power of Grace." The people act according to their fallen

nature. The power of Grace may indeed work in their lives,

but it will be difficult in this situation, for the Church

has gone before them to harden their hearts to the gospel

message. The role of the Church and the minister is to

offer grace and peace through Christ (Phil. 1. 2). Colley

has failed to do this, just as the state Churches, the

institutions of religious power in Europe at this time,

failed to proclaim forgiveness of sin and grace through

Christ's atonement. Colley is offering not the forgiveness

of Christ to them (i.e., the gospel); rather, he is offering

the forgiveness of the Church--a Church which holds itself

forth as an image to be knelt before and worshiped.

Conclusion

Crompton writes in A View from the Spire:

In Rites of Passage . . . there is no

positive implicit in [Colley's] destruction, and

reversal whereby the forces of darkness and

ignorance are triumphant means that the novel is

darker in its implications the The Spire had been.

The inner message is that the forces of paganism

sometimes overcome, perhaps have overcome in a
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wider historical perspective, since our own

society pays no more respect to its clergy than

the ship's crew and passengers pay to Colley.

(149)

The forces of paganism prevail aboard the ship because

Colley fails utterly as a minister. He writes of his

failure: "I must re-introduce myself to them, as it were, by

degrees until they see not a bare-headed clown but a man of

God" (Rites 228). He refers to a "sartorial mistake" (222),

but the remark goes much deeper, for this has been true not

only of Colley's appearance but his complete person. He has

been a clown, a fool. His foolishness stems from his

choosing the ministry as a profession and in the manner in

which he carries out the "duties of his calling."

As with Jocelin and Matty there are indeed questions

about Colley's fitness as a minister. But a minister

nonetheless he is. He completely misunderstands the

ministerial call (as do Golding's other ministers) and

quickly forsakes his call for the sake of his visions.

Colley's vision, as has been stated, is two-fold. The

first vision relates to and stems from his misperceptions of

power. In response to the first vision, Colley desires to

show Captain Anderson that the Church is as powerful (or

more) than the State. He does this by pitting the images of

the Church's power (his ministerial uniform and letters of

office) against the images of the captain's power (his
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uniform and rank, along with his Standing Orders). Colley

sees himself (in a visionary sense) as the righteous victim

of unjust persecution. However, this first vision is an

outgrowth of Colley's over-active imagination, perhaps

spurred on by an incident which may have been the cause of

his journey to Australia in the first place. Regardless of

its underlying causes, Colley's first vision is false.

Colley's second vision is just as false and results

from his complete misunderstanding of the gospel of grace.

Confusing agape love with eros, confusing the physical realm

with the spiritual, he falsely shows God's love in a

physical, erotic manner. As a ministerial failure, Colley

hinders people from knowing God rather than leading them to

Him through proclaiming the word of God.

Rites of Passage is a darkly ironic work. Colley

kneeling before Billy Rogers to perform fellatio presents

the strongest, darkest ironic image of the outcome of the

battle between Church and Crown. This minister, who would

have all kneel before his Master, .kneels before one of the

lowest servants of the Crown, debasing himself and his

Church. Rites of Passage becomes Golding's darkest

examination of the minister, his call, and the disastrous

results of chasing after visions.
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CONCLUSION

"Language is a call, an exchange" (Ellul 16).

Colley's journal ends in triumphant exultation; his

life ends in hopeless defeat. This is the pattern of each

of Golding's ministers--vision-induced fantasies of triumph

are countered with utter defeat and failure in life. This

insurmountable contradiction between the vision of triumph

and the reality of defeat exists for one reason: the

ministers' forsaking their call to proclaim God's word in

order to blindly pursue their visions.

The Failure of Golding's Ministers

The inevitable failure of Golding's ministers is

consistent with the failure of other Golding characters.

Indeed, one manner of interpreting Golding's novels is to

examine the failure of the protagonists. In Lord of the

Flies, Ralph, Jack, Piggy, and Simon fail to live peacefully

in their island paradise. The Neanderthals in The

Inheritors fail to survive when faced with the hostility of

the Homo sapiens, and the Homo sapiens fail to live in peace

with the Neanderthals. Pincher Martin examines the failure

169
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of Christopher Martin to create, much less survive in, his

self-made universe. In Free Fall, Sammy Mountjoy fails to

discover the point at which he moved from innocence to

fallenness.

Even the lesser works of Golding-- The Pyramid, The

Scorpion God, and The Paper Men--show the failure of the

protagonists to either understand their lot in life or to

succeed in their attempts to master life. For example, The

Paper Men humorously portrays the failing efforts of Wilfred

Barclay to avoid Rick Tucker's advances for papers to enable

Tucker to write the authoritative biography of Barclay,

along with the failing efforts of Tucker to obtain these

papers. The novel ends with Tucker, intent on homicide,

approaching Barclay with a gun (Paper Men 191). The only

good subject of a biography (or a thesis), Golding implies,

is a dead one. This idea is expressly stated in Golding's

essay, "A Moving Target" (Target 169-70).

Whether the reasons for the failure of all of Golding's

protagonists are the same as the reasons for the failure of

his ministers remains to be seen and is beyond the scope of

this thesis. Philip Redpath, in his recent work William

Golding: A Structural Reading of His Fiction, argues that

the failure in all the novels is at a most basic level: the

failure of language to explain adequately the nature of the

universe. Redpath writes:
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Golding's art is an art of discovery, but not

an art that seeks to explain. The discovery it

makes is that the universe is inexplicable and

cannot be wholly described in words, and yet words

are all the novelist has with which to describe

the universe. The problem of language and its

relationship to the physical and metaphysical

world is a theme Golding continually returns to.

In fact, we could say that it is what his art is

about. One of the great strengths of his writing

is that he can, through words, make us aware of

existence which are beyond the limits of language.

(13-14)

Golding's ministers acquiesce to this false notion of

the ineffability of the nature of the universe. To be sure,

their visions are ineffable; however, Christian revelation

is not. It is a revelation of language, of the Word.

The Christianity of Golding's Ministers

Redpath further writes, "Since mystery cannot be

explained--if it could it would cease to be mystery--Golding

uses the structure of the novels, their form and

organization, as a medium of meaning" (14). However, the

irony of Redpath's statement as it relates to Golding's

ministers is that at the heart of the Christianity is the
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claim that the mysterious nature of the universe is

sufficiently (though not exhaustively) explained through the

Christian revelation. This is the mystery (from the Greek

word musterion) of the Christian revelation. "In the

ordinary sense a mystery implies knowledge withheld; its

Scriptural significance is truth revealed" (Vine 779).

This is the object of the ministerial call, to proclaim

the revelation of God in Christ as being the fulfillment of

the

mystery of Christ, which in other ages was not

made known unto the sons of men, as it is now

revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets by

the Spirit; that the Gentiles should be fellow

heirs, and of the same body, and partakers of his

promise in Christ by the gospel. (Eph. 3. 4-6)

In a general sense, Jocelin, Matty, and Colley are

Christian ministers; yet in a very specific sense, the three

ministers are anti-Christian, that is, they are not true

ministers of Christian revelation.

Ellul writes:

Since all of Christianity depends on the

incarnate Word, the Word made flesh, we must say

that there is no Christian faith outside the Word;

our description of the God who speaks points to

what is specific and particular in Christian

revelation. This leads us to give an astonishing
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and unique importance to the Word. If we devalue

the Word even a little, we are rejecting all of

Christianity and the Incarnation. (51-52)

Indeed, the three ministers for all intents and

purposes become practical atheists, denying the power of

God, putting their trust in their visions rather than in His

word. They forsake the God of the Bible and their belief in

Him. A minister who refuses to believe or fails to proclaim

the word of God can no longer be designated a minister. He

becomes a non-minister.

Ellul also writes, "Language is a call, an exchange"

(16). The failure of Golding's ministers is inextricably

linked to their failure to understand that language and the

word are at the heart of the ministerial call, that language

is the sole means of proclaiming the Christian revelation.

One could argue that Redpath's idea, that Golding uses the

structure of his novels to point out the inexplicable nature

of the universe, holds true here.

However, rather than declaring the universe to be an

incomprehensible mystery, as Redpath argues, one could argue

that Golding is pointing the reader to an understanding of

the Christian revelation through the failure of the

ministers in these novels. By their very failure, which is

the result of their forsaking the call to proclaim Christian

revelation for a lesser, image-based religion and personal

visions, Golding is pointing the reader to the truth of the
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Christian revelation, and to its being the key to

understanding the mystery of the nature of the universe. In

this way then, one could argue that Golding is a Christian

author, and that his works present a Christian view of the

universe.

This is most clearly seen in the case of Matty, who

separates himself and others from the spoken word and

Christian revelation. Through this separation, Matty allows

apocalyptic evil to conquer. His failure to proclaim

Christian revelation shows the vital role that such

revelation plays in the universe. Without it, and without

those ministers who proclaim it, "Things fall apart; the

centre cannot hold" (Yeats 191).

Jocelin and Colley also present the failure of the

Christian minister to proclaim Christian revelation. Matty

is merely the twentieth century counterpart to Jocelin's

fourteenth-century visionary Catholic, and Colley's

nineteenth-century Romantic visionary from the Anglican

church. Ironically, however, all three ministers are

clearly twentieth century men, for Golding illuminates the

condition of modern man through his novels, regardless of

setting and time.
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The Folly of Golding's Ministers

Golding stated in a 1981 interview, "I think he's a

silly ass, Colley. I think he is naive rather than

innocent" (Baker 164). The same could be said of Jocelin

and Matty. (Indeed, few, if any, of Golding's characters

could be termed "innocent.") Jocelin, Matty, and Colley are

naive about man's nature, about his bent toward sin.

Golding once wrote, "I believe that man suffers from an

appalling ignorance of his own nature" (London 46).

This is ironic, for a Christian minister, of all

people, should be the most aware of man's nature because the

Bible (the foundation of the Christian faith) realistically

presents man's nature, i.e., man created in God's image, yet

tainted by sin, and therefore in need of redemption from

sin. Francis Schaeffer writes:

Many feel that the Bible should portray a

romantic view of life, but the Bible is actually

the most realistic book in the world. It does not

glibly say, "God's on his throne; all's well with

the world." It faces the world's dilemmas

squarely. Yet, unlike modern realism which ends

in despair, it has answers for the dilemmas. And,

unlike modern romanticism, its answers are not

without a sufficient base, not hope hung in a

vacuum. (43)
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Jocelin, Matty, and Colley are romantic in the sense

that they attempt to face the dilemmas of life through their

visions. These visions are "without a sufficient base," and

are nothing more than "hope hung in a vacuum" (43). This

romanticism leads to a false triumphalist worldview which

comes forth in the ministers' journals. Ellul claims that

this triumphalism comes as a result of incorrectly believing

the world to be essentially different since the Incarnation

(82). Golding's ministers believe that the world has been

essentially, almost magically changed since (indeed, as a

result) of their visions.

The ministers' visions also lead to despair in that

they draw the ministers, and hence those whom they are to

serve as ministers, away from the hope of the gospel, i.e.,

the word of God. Both Jocelin and Colley end their lives in

despair. Matty does not end this way simply because his

life is cut short. His end is a violent, burning death, and

the reader is given no view into his demise other than

through a detached observer, the wry voice of Golding.

However, Matty's false beliefs have affected his followers,

for Pedigree, at the moment of his death, has a vision of

Matty similar to Matty's final vision of himself as Christ.

This then becomes the reason for the failure, as well

as the overwhelming irony and folly, of the ministers in the

three novels examined in this thesis. They express their

foolishness, their naivete, and their ignorance throughout
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their lives by forsaking the word-based Christian revelation

to pursue image-based visions. And they ultimately become

"fools for Christ" in an ironic and pejorative sense, not in

the positive sense as Paul uses the phrase in 1 Cor. 4. 10.

The Call vs. the Vision

Ultimately, the failure of Golding's ministers is the

failure to perform the task to which they were called, i.e.,

proclaim the gospel, proclaim Christian revelation. The

contrast between the word and the vision is insuperable.

The vision inherently is opposed to the word, and each

minister's chasing after it effectively eliminates him from

his role as a minister. The vision negates the call; this

is seen to be true in each novel.

Jocelin's vision of a spire on the cathedral keeps him

from operating as a true minister. Matty's visions of the

spirits keep him from becoming a true minister of word-based

Christianity. Rather, he becomes an image-oriented person,

participating in a bizarre, eclectic religion based on his

visions and pagan images. Colley's two-fold vision keeps

him from performing the duties of his calling. Each

minister fails utterly at his call because of his vision.

"Where there is no vision the people perish" (Proverbs

29. 18). In The Spire, Darkness Visible, and Rites of

Passage, the reverse is ironically true--the people perish
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because of the ministers' visions. G.K. Chesterton once

wrote, "Blessed are they who did not see, but being blind,

believed" (104).
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